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Over forty years, over 200 million copies in print, and still the most 

energetic, innovative, pleasure-giving, and bestselling calendar line in 

the business. We’ve created the formats that have dominated the 

business, including the Page-A-Day Calendar and Color Page-A-Day Calendar. 

The Picture-A-Day Wall Calendar, the Page-A-Day Gallery Calendar, and 

now the Page-A-Week Gallery Wall Calendar. 

We’ve built beloved brands—1,000 Places to See 

Before You Die and Mom’s Family. And we proudly 

publish calendars with a diverse range of experts, 

influencers, and artists, including Atlas Obscura, 

Audubon, Mensa, Merriam-Webster, Pipsticks, 

Flow, and, new this year, Rick Steves and 

Hello!Lucky.

Never ones to rest on our laurels, we present a 2020 list that is: A 

trove of bestselling backlist (with perennial gems and must-have 

core titles like The Original Sloths, 365 Cats, and Today 

Is Going to Be a Great Day!). Of growing brands 

(Pipsticks, now with two planner formats, and Flow, including 

a new stationery line). And there are 23 bold, gorgeous debuts. 

Trendy titles, like Plant Love, the super-hip lifestyle calendar 

that will instantly green your space. From the creators of 

Hello!Lucky, The Magical Activity Wall Calendar, 

enchanting fun and printed with a neon glow. Ocean Page-

A-Week Gallery Wall Calendar is a dazzling journey into the deep 

sea. Audubon’s Nature gets the Page-A-Day Gallery treatment—

an opportunity to dive deep into the drama and beauty of our 

world. There’s a trifecta of travel calendars featuring three unique brands 

that complement each other, with something for everyone: The thrill of 

adventure of Atlas Obscura. The boundless curiosity of Patricia Schultz’s 

1,000 Places. Two debuts from author and television host Rick Steves, exploring the 

rich culture and sites of Europe. And 1,000 Books to Read Before You Die is 

packed with literary recommendations. 

Over 40 years of fierce creativity, dedicated craftsmanship, and unwavering integrity equals 

40 years of customer and retailer loyalty and sales success. Here’s to many more. 

NUMBER ONE.  
And Always Trying Harder.
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PAGE-A-WEEK and PAGE-A-DAY are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

PAGE-A-WEEK® GALLERY  
WALL CALENDARS
Ship: July
Full-color photographs throughout
56 pages
10" × 12"
Printed on high-quality paper
Wire-O bound / Shrink-wrapped
$16.99 US/$24.99 Can./£14.99 UK

PAGE-A-WEEK®  
GALLERY WALL 
CALENDARS

T
he Page-A-Week® 

Gallery Wall Calendars 

bring all of the 

sophistication and  

top-of-the-line value of the Gallery 

Page-A-Day® desktop series—the 

heavy-coated stock, the art book 

design, the sumptuous, full-color 

photographs—to a Wire-O bound  

10" × 12" format with 52 beautiful, 

poster-style images that are like art 

prints for your wall, accompanied by 

a practical weekly grid. Unmistakably 

high-quality and sophisticated, here 

are seven distinct titles that are pure 

obsession. Cat and Dog return, as 

well as Art and Flowers. They’re 

joined by the boundary-pushing 

wilderness trek in Escape; the eye-

poppingly gorgeous deep dive of 

Ocean; and Cars, with a year of 

covetable rides. At $16.99 each, they’re 

that rare treat: a gift of indulgence 

that’s also an extraordinary value.

Beautiful and utilitarian—
the 10" × 12" format takes 
up less space on the wall

52 images printed on 
high-quality coated paper, 
then Wire-O bound
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Titles that celebrate 
passions . . .  for the 
obsessive, the collector,  
the connoisseur

Monthly reference grid 
with current week bolded

HOW IT WORKS: Each Wire-O bound 
calendar is printed double-sided. Simply turn the page to 
reveal a new image and calendar grid every week. Halfway 
through the year, flip the calendar over and start again!
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OCEAN PAGE-A-WEEK® 
GALLERY WALL CALENDAR

An astounding frontier of innumerable depths, the 

ocean beckons with mystery, drama, and 

indescribable beauty. Capturing its spectacular 

variety, the debut Ocean Page-A-Week Gallery Wall 

Calendar is a year of 52 richly detailed photographs, 

with color and texture that astound. There are 

magenta pygmy seahorses, vibrant coral reefs full of 

life, and peacefully gliding sea turtles. A school of 

fish forms a wall of eye-popping silver. And, an 

emblem of calm: a gently swaying forest of giant 

kelp. For green enthusiasts of all ages, diving 

enthusiasts, and fans of nature documentaries and 

David Attenborough, Ocean is a riveting, 

transportive escape into an extraordinary realm. 

•A breathtaking visual tour of the ocean’s 
great biodiversity

•Each week a poster—stunning underwater 
images from the world’s leading marine 
and nature photographers

$16.99 US/$24.99 Can./£14.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0797-9 • No. 100797
Ships: July

Superb underwater photography

A gorgeous journey 
into the deep sea
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PAGE-A-WEEK is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$16.99 US/$24.99 Can./£14.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0798-6 • No. 100798
Ships: July

$16.99 US/$24.99 Can./£14.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0801-3 • No. 100801
Ships: July

ESCAPE PAGE-A-
WEEK® GALLERY 
WALL CALENDAR

A n adventure in a calendar, 

Escape offers 52 photographs of 

epic destinations around the world 

that inspire wanderlust every week. 

Each scene is like a trek to the edge, 

pushing the boundary of how we 

might see and experience nature’s 

myriad spectacles. One week there’s 

a seemingly endless path of soaring 

Redwoods. Another, a dramatic 

slope up Iceland’s misty Westfjords. 

And another: the Canadian Rockies’ 

crystalline blue waters with a canoer 

relishing the solitude. The peak of a 

cliff, the hush of a forest—each 

image exemplifies the restorative joy 

of taking time away from it all, of 

getting in touch with one’s surroundings, of being an island unto 

oneself. Perfect for fans of #modernoutdoors and everyday 

environmentalists, Escape is like a breath of fresh air.

•A new calendar for the flourishing community of 
outdoor enthusiasts and everyday environmentalists

•An adventure in a calendar—52 stunning photographs 
that will inspire you to escape into nature

CAR PAGE-A-WEEK® 
GALLERY WALL 
CALENDAR

The Rolls Royce of car calendars, 

spotlighting 52 collectible, 

vintage, and utterly covetable 

vehicles. They’re begging to be taken 

for a spin—or at the very least ogled, 

and Car’s gorgeous poster-style 

format makes every detail sparkle as 

intended. This high-adrenaline 

celebration of unparalleled 

automotive design, from antiques and 

classics to modern marvels and 

futuristic concepts, includes a British racing green 1960 Bentley 

Continental S that is all curves. A muscular Lotus Elise with swooping 

fenders, raring to go. And, the ultimate head-turner, a shimmering, 

cherry red Pininfarina Ferrari P4/5. Plus Mustangs, Lamborghinis, and 

more, every one a showcase for exhilarating speed, extraordinary 

craftsmanship, and pure luxury. Can you feel the speed?

•Cover features a 1959 Ferrari Testarossa  
250 TR 59 Spider Red

•A take-your-breath-away collection for car enthusiasts

•52 dream cars, from classics to futuristic concepts—
plus racers, customs, muscle cars, and more

•The only calendar that matches the passion of  
the car lover
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Cover: Compartment C, Car 293, Edward Hopper, Bridgeman Images. © 2018 Heirs of Josephine Hopper/Licensed by VAGA at Artists Rights Society (ARS), NY. Samples: Rhythm No. 3 Decoration  
for the Salon des Tuileries, Robert Delaunay, World History Archive/SuperStock.  The House with the Cracked Walls, Paul Cézanne, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Peter Barritt/SuperStock.

ART PAGE-A-WEEK® 
GALLERY WALL 
CALENDAR

Your own private wall gallery of 

52 posterlike fine-art prints. 

Every week, Art spotlights a new 

exquisite painting to behold, 

beautifully reproduced in rich, 

mesmerizing color. There are beloved 

favorites—including Edward 

Hopper’s mysterious, elegant 

Compartment C, Car 293 on the 

cover—as well as intriguing 

discoveries. Here’s an intimate, 

personality-capturing portrait by 

Modigliani. A richly detailed wedding 

scene by Pieter Brueghel the Younger. 

And Klimt’s iconic, gilded Portrait of 

Adele Bloch-Bauer I. For the art lover, 

it’s an inspiring collection of 

masterpieces to recognize and admire 

week after week—at a scale that 

invites the gaze to spy never-before-noticed details. 

•52 impeccably reproduced paintings, from Edward 
Hopper’s Compartment C to Jan Vermeer’s Mistress 
and Maid

•A year of visual pleasure, and a splendid gift for art 
connoisseurs

$16.99 US/$24.99 Can./£14.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0598-2 • No. 100598
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0498-5

CAT PAGE-A-WEEK® GALLERY  
WALL CALENDAR

The mystique, grace, and attitude of the cat is captured in  

52 weeks of exquisitely composed close-up portraits.  

A calico’s warm, direct gaze 

inspires instant adoration, a 

ginger tabby’s sleepy tranquility 

invites a loving pat, and a black 

cat’s mischievous pose hints at 

his frisky behavior. Each image 

is saturated in mesmerizing 

detail—brilliant, gold-flecked 

eyes; a languidly curling tail; a 

shiny coat—and is an elegant 

and affectionate tribute to the 

singularly alluring feline.

•The #1 bestselling 
Page-A-Week Gallery 
Wall Calendar

•A yearlong homage 
to feline charm in 
a collection of 52 
ravishing portraits

$16.99 US/$24.99 Can./£14.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0691-0 • No. 100691
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0499-2

Robert Delaunay, Rhythm No. 3 
Decoration for the Salon des  
Tuileries, 1938

Paul Cézanne, The House with 
the Cracked Walls
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PAGE-A-WEEK is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$16.99 US/$24.99 Can./£14.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0695-8 • No. 100695
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0495-4

$16.99 US/$24.99 Can./£14.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0694-1 • No. 100694
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0496-1

DOG PAGE-A-WEEK® GALLERY  
WALL CALENDAR

An eagerly wagging tail. A soft, velvety paw. Inquiring, intelligent 

eyes. Every day, Dog celebrates the lively spirit, undeniable 

charm, and true, loving soul of the 

dog in 52 weeks of beautifully 

composed, posterlike photographs 

for your wall. There’s an elegant, 

fiery Irish Setter with its head held 

high. A sunny Golden Lab, 

playfully bounding across a field. 

And a friendly, fuzzy Cockapoo, 

leaning in for a nuzzle. Each 

portrait is brimming with 

personality and is a study in 

detail—a shiny wet nose; 

silky, strokable ears; a kind 

and loving gaze.

•52 posterlike portraits 
that perfectly capture 
the sweet and soulful 
canine spirit

•Includes a variety 
of beloved and rare 
breeds

•An elegant gift for  
dog lovers

FLOWERS PAGE-A-WEEK® GALLERY 
WALL CALENDAR

A vibrantly colored, richly detailed tribute to the soft, luminous 

blooms whose beauty—sometimes delicate, sometimes 

rugged—captivates gardeners 

and aesthetes alike. Flowers 

instantly brightens any space 

you hang it in, with 52 

exquisite portraits of plush 

pink peonies, crisp white roses, 

deep crimson amaryllis, 

sculptural, intertwined callas, 

and more. They shine and burst 

forth in vases and close-ups, 

revealing a mesmerizing 

variety of color, curvature, and 

texture. You can almost smell 

their tantalizing fragrances.

•The classiest, most elegant 
of bouquets for gardeners 
and flower lovers

•Each week’s photograph—a 
showcase of flowers at the 
height of their lushness and 
beauty—is an affirmation of 
nature’s splendor



PAGE-A-DAY® 
GALLERY 
CALENDARS

T
he Page-A-Day Gallery format puts 

the image front and center, with 

hundreds of gorgeously composed 

full-color and black-and-white 

photographs on glossy, heavy-coated stock. And 

it’s the format where quality meets elegance, 

where calendar meets the exacting standard of 

an art book, and where editorial and curatorial 

refinement meets value, at a giftable price of 

$17.99. Covering topics that speak to people’s 

passions, the Gallery calendar series yields sales 

success year after year, with Cat and Dog 

selling over a million copies each. There are 

travel titles: Islands is a sun-kissed year of 

escape, while Paris offers a year of romance 

and style. And now, introducing Audubon’s 

Nature, highlighting the astoundingly diverse 

beauty of our earth. 
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PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

PAGE-A-DAY®  
GALLERY CALENDARS
Ship: July
Full-color photographs throughout
160 leaves
Box size: 6¼" × 7¼" × 1½"
Page size: 6" × 7"
Printed on high-quality paper
Loose cover printed in full color
Clear plastic box opens  
into a desktop easel
Shrink-wrapped
$17.99 US/$26.99 Can./£14.99 UK

ISLANDS GALLERY CALENDAR

Kick off your shoes, switch your phone to airplane mode, and 

indulge in the luxury of pure escape. With hundreds of lush,  

full-color photographs, and  

page after transfixing page of 

glittering, crystalline waters and 

snow-white sands, Islands is a 

gorgeous gallery of retreats for 

your desktop. Tropical 

landscapes with piercing 

sunrises and Edenic blue skies. 

Windswept palm trees gently 

whispering in the breeze. And 

remote beaches that make the 

rest of the world slip away, 

leaving you in a haven of bliss. 

•Sellout in 2019

•Hundreds of pristine 
retreats gorgeously  
photographed in full 
color

•A travel calendar, a wish 
calendar, a daily  
escape to paradise

$17.99 US/$26.99 Can./£14.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0674-3 • No. 100674
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0349-0
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AUDUBON NATURE GALLERY 
CALENDAR

Celebrate the power and spectacle of our earth in 

hundreds of full-color, detail-rich photographs of 

flora and fauna from around the world. In a gorgeous 

Page-A-Day Gallery format, Audubon Nature 

showcases the evolving yet everlasting beauty of nature’s 

most compelling sites and creatures, with captions 

describing each glorious location. Behold the monumental 

jagged rock formations of Utah’s Bryce Canyon, a lush 

Rhododendron forest in full bloom in Bhutan, golden-

collared macaws soaring overhead in Brazil, sea arches 

and a full moon over Malibu—and so much more. Awe-

inspiring and resplendent, this is the great outdoors as it 

was meant to be seen—and a perfect gift for wildlife 

lovers and nature enthusiasts.

•A dazzling new calendar from the National 
Audubon Society that marries the diversity 
and splendor of the natural world with the 
sumptuous Gallery format

•Panoramic vistas, drama, and astounding 
beauty—it’s a year of the most spectacular 
natural wonders, up close and in vivid color

•Showcases the work of Art Wolfe, Frans 
Lanting, and other top nature photographers 

•The most sophisticated gift for nature lovers

$17.99 US/$26.99 Can./£14.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0684-2 • No. 100684
Ships: July

Explore the 
flora and fauna 
of the world

Guanaco, Torres del Paine National Park, 
Patagonia, Chile

Giant Panda, Wolong National Nature Reserve, China

Dramatic images for the 
discerning nature lover



FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Dog Page-A-Week® 
Gallery Wall Calendar (see page 7)

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Cat Page-A-Week® Gallery 
Wall Calendar (see page 6)
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PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$17.99 US/$26.99 Can./£14.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0642-2 • No. 100642
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0306-3

CAT GALLERY 
CALENDAR

The effortless charisma of cats, 

captured in hundreds of gorgeous 

portraits in color and black and white. 

Luxuriant fur, slinky tails, and 

mesmerizing gazes abound all year 

long. Admire the flashing, aquamarine 

eyes of a Russian Blue. The irresistibly 

pettable ears of a Scottish Fold. And an 

orange tabby kitten who, playing 

peekaboo under a blanket, is friskiness 

incarnate. Each of these elegant 

photographs—including  

both headshots and candid shots— 

is a fitting tribute to the cat in all its 

glamour and soul. 

•The #1 bestselling Gallery 
calendar, with 1.2 million 
copies sold

•Exquisite images that bring 
out the elegance, attitude,  
and spirit of the cat

DOG GALLERY 
CALENDAR

The Dog Gallery Calendar 

presents hundreds of soulful, 

spirited dogs for your desktop. A 

pair of statuesque Borzois in 

profile. An inquisitive Chihuahua 

tilting her head. Plus a sleepy-

eyed Basset Hound, a graceful 

Retriever in gallop mode, and a 

lively Beagle puppy. Hundreds of 

intimate portraits in color and 

black and white bring out the 

beauty and personality in every 

expression—down to the plush 

fur, the wet nose, that irresistible 

gleam in the eye—and reveal the 

essence and spirit of the dog.

•Another sellout season, 
with sales up 15%

•2nd-bestselling Gallery 
calendar, after Cats

•Irresistible in subject  
matter—over 300 sweet  
and soulful dog portraits

$17.99 US/$26.99 Can./£14.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0704-7 • No. 100704
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0307-0



FOR YOUR REFERENCE: 
Art Page-A-Week® Gallery 
Wall Calendar (see page 6)
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Salvador Dalí, The Rose

Cover: M-Maybe, 1965, Oil and Magna on canvas, 60 x 60 in. (152.4 x 152.4 cm) © Estate of Roy Lichtenstein. Samples: Lion (detail), Albrecht Dürer, Hamburger Kunsthalle, Germany, Bridgeman Images. Irises, Vincent van Gogh,  
Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam, Netherlands, Peter Barritt/SuperStock. The Rose, Salvador Dalí, © 2018 Salvador Dalí, Fundació Gala-Salvador Dalí, Artists Rights Society, Photo Christie’s Images/Bridgeman Images

$17.99 US/$26.99 Can./£14.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0604-0 • No. 100604
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0287-5

ART GALLERY CALENDAR

The sellout Art Gallery Page-A-Day is like a 

museum for your desktop: a year of hundreds of 

masterpieces, gorgeously reproduced in glossy, full-

color photographs. Featuring a diverse and 

international selection, dating from prehistoric to 

contemporary art, this calendar is a veritable world 

history of art in day after day of richly detailed 

sculpture, painting, photography, engravings, and 

crafts. Beauford Delaney’s modern and reverent oil 

painting of James Baldwin. Su Hanchen’s finely 

detailed silk scrolls. A ’60s Campbell’s Soup–

patterned pop art dress. A glowing gold and turquoise 

Aztec shield—and more captivating treasures. 

•Sales up 40% in 2019, and the 4th sellout 
year in a row

•A personal desktop gallery of the world’s 
greatest art

•Cover features M‑Maybe by Roy 
Lichtenstein

•For every art lover

Albrecht Dürer, Lion

Vincent van Gogh, Irises
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PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$17.99 US/$26.99 Can./£14.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0690-3 • No. 100690
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0332-2

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-0114-7

SHOES GALLERY 
CALENDAR

A shoe lover’s reverie in hundreds of 

glorious, glossy, full-color 

photographs. Based on Linda O’Keeffe’s 

international bestseller with 578,000 

copies in print, Shoes celebrates the 

ineffably chic Manolo Blahniks, Jimmy 

Choos, and Roger Clergeries that we 

longingly window-shop for and covet for 

our fantasy walk-in closets. Each 

exquisite pair, from the vintage 

collectible to the art-as-footwear, will 

spark year-round style inspiration—and 

gleefully remind you that the world is 

your runway.

•For shoe lovers, the glamorous 
1.2 million-copy seller

•Unstoppable: sales up 24%  
and a sellout in 2019

•Hundreds of shoes from top 
designers, as well as vintage 
and costume pieces

•Based on the international bestseller Shoes

PARIS GALLERY 
CALENDAR

A fittingly elegant tribute to the 

most photogenic city in the 

world, Paris features day after day of 

beautiful full-color and vintage 

black-and-white photographs that 

radiate timeless, irresistible romance. 

Artists set up their easels in the 

charming hilltop village of 

Montmartre. In full springtime 

bloom, the Jardin du Luxembourg 

provides tranquility and shade for 

reading or daydreaming. And freshly 

baked baguettes adorn boulangerie 

windows while colorful fruit tarts 

and macarons make for 

mouthwatering displays. 

•Parisian culture in a 
calendar, including the  
most recognizable 
landmarks, iconic sights, 
and best-kept secrets

•Over 300 luminescent photographs  
of Paris past and present

•An exceptional gift for Francophiles

$17.99 US/$26.99 Can./£14.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0782-5
No. 100782
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0286-8

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: 365 Days in France 
Picture-A-Day® Wall Calendar (see page 75)

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: 365 Days of Shoes 
Picture-A-Day® Wall Calendar (see page 76)
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PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc. 
1,000 PLACES TO SEE BEFORE YOU DIE is a registered trademark of Patricia Schultz and Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

COLOR  
PAGE-A-DAY® 
CALENDARS

C
ombining authoritative authorship 

and expert editorial vision with 

hundreds of full-color photographs, 

the Color Page-A-Day Calendars 

cover a bold range of topics that speak to real 

enthusiasts, alive with curiosity and 

passion. The program is packed  

with superstar hits, like 365 Cats—

Workman’s bestselling calendar 

overall, with 10.2 million copies 

sold—and 365 Dogs—with 5.8 

million sold—as well as the 

inspiring 4.9-million-copy-selling 

365 Bible Verses-A-Year. And 

there are three titles on the beloved 

(and top-selling) subject of travel. 

Put one on a busy desk and enjoy 

an entertaining yet informative 

escape year-round.

COLOR PAGE-A-DAY® CALENDARS
Ship: July
Full color throughout
320 sheets
Box size: 6" × 6" × 1   3⁄8"
Page size: 5   3⁄8" × 5   3⁄8"
Recyclable plastic backer
Shrink-wrapped
Gift-boxed
$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
SPECIAL NOTE: Page-A-Day  
calendars are available in a variety  
of displays (see page 82).

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0659-0 • No. 100659
Ships: July
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0351-3

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-5686-4

1,000 PLACES TO SEE BEFORE 
YOU DIE® CALENDAR
Patricia Schultz

T ick off one destination at a time from your travel bucket 

list. Inspired by the #1 New York Times bestseller of the 

same name, 1,000 Places to See Before You Die is the 

1.3-million-copy-selling calendar that captures all the 

pleasure and passion of travel. There are Mayan ruins in 

Chiapas, Mexico, the renowned cherry blossom festival in 

Japan, and the vibrant night market in Marrakech’s central 

plaza. Plus quizzes, savvy travel advice on going off the 

beaten path, and quotes from travel enthusiasts: The world is 

full of magic things, patiently waiting for our senses to grow 

sharper.—W. B. Yeats. Share your own travel photos using 

#1000placestoseebeforeyoudie on social media!

• Patricia Schultz’s 1.3-million-copy-selling 
calendar inspired by the #1 New York Times 
bestseller

•Sales of the 2019 calendar up 14% and a sellout

•Discover new destinations for your next adventure

• For any traveler—actual and armchair

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: 1,000 Places  
to See Before You Die Picture-A-Day®  
Wall Calendar (see page 74)
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PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

365 CATS CALENDAR

Season after season, this annual 

celebration of felines (and their 

impeccable displays of attitude and 

elegance) is the bestselling Page-A-Day 

calendar—and it’s the world’s #1 bestselling 

cat calendar, with over 10.2 million copies 

sold. What a procession! A woolly Maine 

Coon settles into a sun-dappled corner for a 

nap. A sly Abyssinian peers down from a 

high shelf. An endearing ginger tabby 

bravely scales a fence. Graceful, sometimes 

goofy, always completely enchanting, and all 

of them winners of the 2020 Cat Calendar 

Contest, they are a joy for cat lovers to 

behold. Includes breed information, quotes 

and lore, health advice, care tips, and more.

•Our top-selling calendar overall, 
with 10.2 million copies sold

•Includes breed information,  
quotes and lore, health advice,  
care tips, and more

•Starring the winners of the  
2020 Cat Calendar Contest

•Ongoing contest online at  
pageaday.com/contests

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0696-5 • No. 100696
Ships: July
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0333-9

365 DOGS CALENDAR

More dogs equal more joy, more 

nuzzling, more love. With over 5.8 

million copies sold, 365 Dogs is the 

trusted yearlong celebration of 

everyone’s best friend. Featuring the 

hundreds of winners of the 2020 Dog 

Calendar Contest, here are perky 

Labradors, athletic Retrievers, and a 

Terrier whose jolly expression says, 

“Wanna play fetch?” Plus Chihuahuas in 

holiday sweaters, a Corgi romping along 

sandy shores, an Irish Setter radiating 

energy and cheer, and a so-cute-you-

just-have-to-give-her-a-treat Poodle. 

Includes health-care tips, quotes from 

dog lovers, inspiring rescues, and more!

•Simply the best dog calendar 
published

•2nd bestselling Page-A-Day 
calendar with 5.8 million  
copies sold

•Featuring the charming  
winners of the 2020 Dog  
Calendar Contest

•Ongoing contest online at  
pageaday.com/contests

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0640-8 • No. 100640
Ships: July
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0273-8

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: 365 Puppies-A-Year 
Picture-A-Day® Wall Calendar (see page 77)

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: 365 Kittens-A-Year 
Picture-A-Day® Wall Calendar (see page 76)
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RICK STEVES’® EUROPE CALENDAR

Rick Steves is America’s hands-on authority on European travel. 

He hosts public television’s most popular travel series, a 

national public radio show, and a tour program for 25,000 tourists 

each year—and sells 1.5 million guidebooks annually and has 1.4 

million unique website visitors per month. Now, with Rick as your 

guide, experience hundreds of captivating, diverse attractions across 

the entire continent, from Slovenia to Greece, from Portugal to 

Norway. There are suggestions on what to eat in each individual 

country—try Cold Cucumber Soup in Bulgaria, and Apfelstrudel in 

Germany—and where to enjoy the best cultural experiences, like 

Spain’s Park Güell for Gaudí fans, or Wales’ centuries-old castles 

for history buffs. Plus Rick’s tips on getting around, sightseeing, and 

saving money wherever you go. It’s a perfect deskside getaway for 

Rick Steves’ fans and enthusiastic travelers, armchair and otherwise.

•The debut calendar for the millions of Rick Steves’ 
guidebook and website fans

•313 entries from around Europe with Rick’s candid 
advice accompanied by full-color photographs 

•The PBS series, Rick Steves’ Europe, airs in 98%  
of the US market and in Canada

•The Travel with Rick Steves radio program is heard  
on 350 stations and as a podcast

•ricksteves.com is a vibrant online destination with  
over 1.4 million unique visitors monthly

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0599-9 • No. 100599
Ships: July
Full color throughout

Full of history, famous 
sights, and hidden gems

Information-rich text 
and over 300 full-color 
photographs

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Rick Steves’® 
Europe Picture-A-Day® Wall Calendar  
(see page 73)
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PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc. 
ATLAS OBSCURA is a registered trademark of Atlas Obscura Inc.

ATLAS OBSCURA® CALENDAR
Atlas Obscura

Buckle up for a surprising new adventure, every day of the year. 

Capturing the awe-inspiring spirit of the #1 bestselling book 

and viral website, the Atlas Obscura Page-A-Day Calendar 

features hundreds of unexpected discoveries: natural wonders, like 

New Zealand’s Slope Point, where Antarctic wind swirls trees into a 

mass of tightly tangled branches. Legendary sites, like Germany’s 

Unicorn Cave, containing prehistoric skeletons that were thought to 

be unicorns from the 16th century. Eccentric events, like Michigan’s 

Humongous Fungus Fest, featuring a 37-acre colony of 

mushrooms—one of the largest and oldest organisms in the world. 

Packed with full-color photographs and memorable facts, it’s a year 

of curiosity, intrigue, and wanderlust.

•Another sellout year

•Based on the New York Times #1 bestselling book and 
popular website with 5 million visitors each month

•Explore the world’s eccentric places, natural 
phenomena, and cultural events

•For curious citizens of the world

•atlasobscura.com

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0705-4 • No. 100705
Ships: July
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0334-6

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-6908-6

Inspiring equal parts 
wonder and wanderlust, 
Atlas Obscura celebrates 
over 600 of the strangest 
and most curious places 
in the world.

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Atlas Obscura Wall 
Calendar (see page 53)

Marvelous 
sights

Mind-boggling wonders

Eccentric 
attractions
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A YEAR OF CAT TRIVIA 
CALENDAR

The irresistible appeal of cats meets the 

addictive fun of trivia in one frisky 

calendar, returning after a sellout debut.  

It’s a charming ode to cats, with day after 

day of quirky facts: Did you know that 

approximately 200 domesticated cats live in 

Disneyland, where they help to control the 

mice population? Or that these crepuscular 

creatures are most alert during twilight 

hours? With jokes (Why do cats make 

terrible storytellers?*), unusual breeds—like 

the Russian Blue and the Seychellois—and 

humorous quotes from fellow feline fans: 

Cats will amusingly tolerate humans only 

until someone comes up with a tin opener 

that can be operated with a paw.—Terry 

Pratchett. Plus full-color photographs and 

charming illustrations throughout. 

•A sellout in its first year

•The irresistible appeal of cats 
meets the addictive fun of trivia

•Full-color photographs and illustrations throughout

•A jolly gift that will delight any cat lover

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0658-3 • No. 100658
Ships: July
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0374-2

A YEAR OF DOG TRIVIA 
CALENDAR

R eturning after a sellout debut, A Year 

of Dog Trivia shows that there’s 

always more to learn about man’s (or 

woman’s) best friend. There are rare breeds 

to discover, like the lively, intelligent 

Portuguese Podengo. Tips on care: If your 

dog is loose, never chase her. She’ll think 

you’re playing a fun game and keep running 

away. Fun facts: Did you know that dogs, on 

average, need only one inch of personal 

space? Or that Chow Chows are one of the 

oldest breeds, dating back to ancient China? 

It’s a year of canine appreciation and 

knowledge with quizzes, quotes, and Q&As, 

plus endearing illustrations and photographs 

that capture dogs’ sweet spirits, their 

irresistible warmth, and their endlessly 

fascinating habits. 

•Returning after a sellout  
first season 

•A miscellany of quotes, breed  
information, canine Q&As,  
True or False, and more

•Full-color photographs and charming  
illustrations throughout 

•Pure entertainment for dog people

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0671-2 • No. 100671
Ships: July
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0375-9

*They only have one tail!
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PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

YOU ARE DOING A 
FREAKING GREAT JOB 
CALENDAR

L ike a work spouse in calendar form,  

You Are Doing a Freaking Great 

Job is just the kind of deskside pick-me-up 

that will turn a midday slump around. 

There’s a boost on every page, with 

motivating aphorisms—Don’t stop until 

you’re proud—and quotes—Almost 

everything will work again if you unplug it 

for a few minutes, including you.—Anne 

Lamott. Inspired by the book (with 241,000 

copies in print), it’s a rewarding, upbeat gift 

for colleagues, friends, and self!

•Sellout in 2019

•Mood-boosting affirmations paired 
with beautifully designed art

•A gift of encouragement and 
thanks, adapted from the 
bestselling book

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0700-9 • No. 100700
Ships: July
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0339-1

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-8447-8

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0585-2 • No. 100585
Ships: July
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0281-3

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-7757-9

TODAY IS GOING TO 
BE A GREAT DAY! 
CALENDAR

What’s better than an upbeat 

message to lift your spirits? 

Every day, words to live by—Bloom 

where you are planted; Prove them 

wrong; Forget the mistake, remember 

the lesson—are brought to life through 

fresh, bright artwork by over 30 

contemporary illustrators, providing a 

reliable boost of cheer to guide you 

through the year. Then once the pages 

are torn off, you can hang your favorites 

on the wall, creating a gallery of joy, 

warmth, and inspiration.

•Sales up and a sellout in 2019

•It’s art, it’s inspiration,  
it’s the start-your-day-right 
calendar gift

•The perfect gift for  
cubicle-dwellers

The gift of art, the 
gift of inspiration, 
the gift of joy

The vibrant, 
pocket-size book of 
encouragement
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FOR YOUR REFERENCE: The Illustrated Bible 
Verses Wall Calendar (see page 66)

ORIGAMI CALENDAR
Margaret Van Sicklen

It’s a bird, it’s a boat—it’s a flower, it’s a 

Viking helmet! For lovers of crafts of all 

ages—and for families, too—the Origami 

calendar is a year of paper-folding adventure 

from origami master Margaret Van Sicklen, 

now in the full-color Page-A-Day format. 

Here is everything you need to create a 

collection of charming paper figures, with 

detailed, easy-to-follow instructions—and 

pages that double as patterned folding 

paper—for hundreds of models. A 

mushroom, a yacht, a sloth, and more! 

•Over 1.1 million copies sold

•These hundreds of easy-to-fold 
models are fun DIY projects

•Patterned, perfectly square pages 
double as folding paper

•Endorsed by OrigamiUSA

•Whole family entertainment

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0611-8 • No. 100611
Ships: July
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0303-2

The Joy of Origami  
ISBN: 978-0-7611-3988-1

Origami on the Go!  
ISBN: 978-0-7611-5105-0

365 BIBLE VERSES- 
A-YEAR CALENDAR

Behold, this is the joy of his way,  

and out of the earth shall others grow. 

—Job 8:19

Take comfort and inspiration from an 

eternal source in the bestselling calendar 

with 4.9 million copies sold. Every day, 365 

Bible Verses-A-Year features text cited 

chapter and verse from the King James 

version of the Holy Bible, paired with 

beautiful, richly colored nature photographs. 

From the Book of John comes a call to love 

God everlastingly, accompanied by 

crystalline waterfalls. Psalm 96:1 celebrates 

new beginnings, illustrated by newly fallen 

snow and blue skies. Be comforted by these 

timeless words of devotion and inspired by 

their unshakable values.

•Sellout in 2019

•The inspiring 4.9-million-copy 
seller

•Scripture from the King James  
version of the Bible accompanied  
by a full-color nature photograph

•An uplifting gift of hope,  
praise, and joy

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0613-2 • No. 100613
Ships: July
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0342-1

Let the joy of 
folding continue!
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BAD CAT, PAGE-A-DAY, and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0637-8 • No. 100637
Ships: July
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0327-8

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-3619-4

BAD CAT® 
CALENDAR

Paws down, the rudest cat 

calendar of all time—and the 

most hilarious, packed with day 

after day of inexcusable felines 

who get an F in manners. Here are 

hundreds of kitties gone wild: the 

intoxicated, the prank-playing, the 

vengeful, the lazy, the apathetic, 

and the plain old nasty. Inspired by 

the #1 New York Times bestselling 

book, this 1.6 million-copy-selling 

calendar includes Bad Cat Beauty 

Secrets, Bad Cat Early Warning 

Signs, and Secret Bad Cats . . . 

don’t be fooled!

•Insanely successful— 
1.6 million copies sold

•A new year of inexcusable  
feline behavior, based on 
the #1 New York Times 
bestseller

•Weekly contest at  
pageaday.com/contests

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Bad Cat Wall 
Calendar (see page 61) 

AUDUBON BIRDS CALENDAR 

Some 51 million Americans are bird-watchers—

and no one speaks to this group with more 

authority than the National Audubon Society. In 

hundreds of detail-rich photographs, Audubon 

Birds presents a year of daily sightings of species 

from around the world, captured in their natural 

habitats in lush full color. There are birds of the 

tropics (like a neon blue-and-yellow Macaw), birds 

of prey (including a Bald Eagle with an astonishing 

wingspan), plus desert birds, arctic birds, and 

familiar backyard songbirds (including a gold-hued 

Bunting)—all perched on top of your desk. A perfect 

gift for birders and nature lovers, this calendar also 

includes captions with scientific and common names, 

as well as facts on plumage, habits, and nests.

•Sales up 42% and a sellout

•51 million birders in the  
United States alone

•Hundreds of species from around  
the world, each photographed in  
its natural habitat

•Captions provide common and  
Latin names

•Perfect gift for bird-watchers 
and nature lovers

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: The Audubon 
Collection (see pages 69–72)

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0615-6 • No. 100615
Ships: July
Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0368-1
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PAGE-A-DAY® 
CALENDARS

A 
Workman original since 1979, 

Page-A-Day calendars offer  

a diverse scope of subject 

matter—from sports to 

vocabulary, from comedy to mindfulness—

with day after day of captivating information, 

brain-boosting activity, and contagious 

laughter. With an uncompromising standard 

for design and production, and at a terrific 

value price of $14.99, these calendars just 

keep selling. There are the bestsellers of our 

core program, including the 7.2 million-

copy-seller 365 New Words-A-Year and 

the 6.3 million-copy-seller 365 Sports 

Facts-A-Year. There’s the return of 

successful debuts, including A Year of  

True Crime and Hoops: 365 Days of 

Basketball Trivia. And then there’s the 

brand-new 1,000 Books to Read Before 

You Die, adapted from the extraordinary 

book about books that the Washington Post 

calls “The ultimate literary bucket list.”

PAGE-A-DAY® CALENDARS
Ship: July
Two color throughout • 320 sheets
Box size: 6 " × 5½" × 15⁄16"
Page size: 5¼" × 4½"
Recyclable plastic backer
Shrink-wrapped • Gift-boxed
$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
SPECIAL NOTE: Page-A-Day 
calendars are available in a variety 
of displays (see page 82).

IT’S DIFFERENT EVERY DAY 
CALENDAR
Brooke Barker and Boaz Frankel

In life, no two days are the same—which is precisely the joy of this 

sweetly irreverent calendar from Brooke Barker and Boaz Frankel. 

Page after page, it keeps you coming back for more surprises: a 

charming comic, a quirky joke, a fantastically terrible pun, a silly game 

for sharing with friends. On one day, slowly trace your finger through 

the meditative path of a finger labyrinth. On another, learn a fun fact 

from Maude the ferret who loves science (did you know that adult 

humans have 22 square feet of skin?). And discover the best salad for 

your Zodiac sign. (Geminis are so classic Caesar). Every day will make 

you smile in its own completely original and whimsically odd way.

•Contagiously fun attitude and hundreds of  
hand-drawn illustrations

•Brooke Barker is the author of Sad Animal Babies and 
the New York Times bestselling Sad Animal Facts

•The quirky, feel-good gift for people  
who get bored easily

•#ItsDifferentEveryDay

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0698-9 • No. 100698
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0319-3

Cute illustrations!

Fun activities!

Just plain weird!
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PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
1,000 . . . BEFORE YOU DIE is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0660-6 • No. 100660
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Book ISBN: 978-1-5235-0445-9

1,000 BOOKS TO READ BEFORE  
YOU DIE CALENDAR
James Mustich 

Celebrate the pleasure of reading books (and of reading about 

books) while discovering new titles to add to your literary 

bucket list. Inspired by veteran bookseller James Mustich’s 1,000 

Books to Read Before You Die (the latest addition to the iconic  

series with over 4.4 million copies in print), the calendar features 

brainy-but-fun quizzes, quirky lists (Books to Read by Mood),  

and stellar recommendations that will make you want to drop 

everything, curl up, and get reading. Here, the classics—by Woolf, 

Tolstoy, Faulkner—are made completely fresh, while lesser-known 

gems—by Clarice Lispector, Halldór Laxness, Ellen Ullman—are 

made essential. An ideal gift for book club members or graduates.

•A compulsively readable new calendar adapted from  
the book the Washington Post dubs “the ultimate 
literary bucket list” and Library Journal calls  
“A treasure chest for book lovers everywhere.” 

•A year-changing list, covering fiction, poetry,  
science and science fiction, memoir, travel writing, 
biography, history, and more

•Includes quirky lists and literary quizzes

•A gift for every book lover

Books for every 
style of reader

Full of 
quotes and 
quizzes

Reviews of new and 
familiar books

“The ultimate literary bucket list.”
—The Washington Post

Quirky 
lists
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$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0661-3 • No. 100661
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0350-6

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-9367-8

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0653-8 • No. 100653
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0336-0

365 NEW WORDS-A-YEAR CALENDAR
Compiled by Merriam-Webster

For word lovers, writers, crossword puzzle addicts, obsessive 

readers, and Words with Friends fans, 365 New Words-A-Year 

is the essential calendar from the editors of Merriam-Webster. Packed 

with macaronic words (schadenfreude: enjoyment obtained from the 

trouble of others), hobbyist words (spelunker: one who makes a 

hobby of exploring caves), melodic words (tintinnabulation: a 

jingling sound from bells), and more, it’s no wonder this is the 

bestselling word calendar on the market with 7.2 million copies sold. 

Each entry includes a definition, pronunciation guide, and sample 

sentence on the back of each 

page, and notes on word 

origin and history.

•Sales up 22% in 2019

•The #1 bestseller  
of the standard  
Page-A-Day group, 
with 7.2 million sold

•A plenary¹ 
vocabulary calendar 
from the insuperable² 
language experts at 
Merriam-Webster

•Includes definition, pronunciation,  
sample sentences, word origin, and history

•For Words with Friends fans, crossword players, and 
Scrabble buffs

389* UNFORGETTABLE SENIOR 
MOMENTS CALENDAR
Tom Friedman

An entertaining, relatable ode to aging, this sellout calendar 

features 365 days of humorous quotes, jokes, and facts on the 

upsides: It’s good to have a short memory because it keeps life 

fresh.—journalist Mark Bittman. And the downsides: After 30, a body 

has a mind of its own.—actor Bette Midler. With anecdotes: Sir Isaac 

Newton’s maid once found him in the kitchen, standing in front of a 

pot of boiling water that contained his watch, while his hand held an 

egg. And facts: The rate of cognitive decline is slower among lifelong 

readers (another good reason 

to find those glasses).

•Sixth sellout season

•Compulsively 
readable—full of 
hilarious mental 
bloopers of poets, 
presidents, and Nobel 
Prize winners

•Adapted from  
the 480,000-copy-
selling book

•The perfect gift for  
what’s-his-name

*of which we can remember only 365

The book . . . in 
case you forgot

“The ultimate literary bucket list.”
—The Washington Post

1 Complete in every respect
2 Incapable of being surmounted
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PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0701-6 • No. 100701
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0444-2

A YEAR OF TRUE CRIME CALENDAR

It’ll reel you in, one twisted story after the next. Featuring the  

news headlines that catch your eye, and then keep you up at night,  

A Year of True Crime offers day after day of intrigue to pique your 

morbid curiosities. There are gritty tales about the kidnapping of 

Elizabeth Smart and the infamous Zodiac Killer, who sent taunting 

letters and ciphers to the media. Plus, trivia, like the inspiration 

behind the Silence of the Lambs’ Buffalo Bill (he was a fictional 

amalgam of numerous serial killers) and games: Match the criminals 

to the film inspired by their crimes. For Law & Order: SVU addicts 

and tabloid fans, this gift will hit all the right spine-chilling notes.

•A fascinating, 
chilling calendar 
for those with an 
insatiable thirst 
for thrills

•All the gruesome 
details—serial 
killers, bizarre 
cults, unidentified 
victims, and 
mysterious 
disappearances

•Tabloid-style page design, with photographs,  
quizzes, and quotes

•For fans of Serial, Making a Murderer,  
Casefile, and Mindhunter 

THE ORIGINAL SUDOKU CALENDAR
The Editors at Nikoli

Hands down the best Sudoku calendar out there, with over 1.7 

million copies sold. From Nikoli, the Japanese publisher that 

created Sudoku, it’s a year of handcrafted—never computer-made—

puzzles. Each one is like a meeting of the minds between you and the 

puzzle creator. Striking the perfect balance of challenge and 

solvability, this calendar features simpler puzzles over the weekend, 

then ramps up the skill level over the course of the week. Printed in 

lively two color, with two puzzles every weekend.

•The 1.7-million-copy-
seller from Nikoli, 
“the world’s most 
prolific wellspring 
of logic games and 
brainteasers.” 
—New York Times

•The original, the 
best, the only 
handmade Sudoku

•365 all-new puzzles 
printed in two color, 
with 2 puzzles every 
weekend

•Answers on the reverse

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0629-3 • No. 100629
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0289-9

The Original Sudoku Book  
ISBN: 978-0-7611-4215-7

The Original Sudoku Book 2  
ISBN: 978-0-7611-4296-6
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MENSA and the distinctive table logo are registered trademarks of American Mensa Limited (in the US) and Mensa International (in Canada) and are used by permission.

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can.
ISBN 978-1-5235-0657-6 • No. 100657
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0305-6

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-6322-0

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can.
ISBN 978-1-5235-0656-9 • No. 100656
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0271-4

MENSA® 365 BRAIN PUZZLERS 
CALENDAR
Fraser Simpson

It’ll flip your mind upside down and inside out! Sanctioned by 

Mensa, the internationally famous high-IQ society, this interactive 

calendar features hundreds of ingeniously designed cranial 

conundrums that are like gymnastics for the brain. Try out your 

number savvy with logic puzzles, sequences, and good old-fashioned 

word problems. Or vocabulary with crossword puzzles, anagrams, 

and more. Head starting to hurt? Answers and explanations are on the 

back of each page!

•Sales up 10% and a 
sellout in 2019

•The brain-stretching 
2.5-million-copy 
bestseller that puzzle 
enthusiasts return to 
year after year

•Logic puzzles, 
word scrambles, 
crosswords, mini 
Sudoku, and much 
more

•Stumped? Answers and explanations on the reverse

•From Mensa, the high-IQ society

MENSA® 10-MINUTE CROSSWORD 
PUZZLES CALENDAR
Edited by Stanley Newman 

It’s the ultimate brain boost! A ten-minute mental workout every day, 

featuring a year of smartly crafted puzzles that are tricky enough to 

be sanctioned by Mensa—yet are designed to be solved in the time it 

takes to make your morning coffee. Edited by veteran crossword 

expert Stanley Newman and featuring trivia on pop culture, food, 

geography, politics, sports, and more, it’s a spot-on gift for word-

smart friends and crossword puzzle addicts.

•12th successful season

•Smart Mensa-
sanctioned crossword 
puzzles that will 
appeal to both 
seasoned solvers  
and novices

•The gift for word-smart 
friends and crossword 
puzzle addicts

•Solutions printed on 
the reverse

More 10-minute 
crossword 
puzzles from 
Mensa
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PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0602-6 • No. 100602
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0320-9

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0601-9 • No. 100601
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0011-6

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-6591-0

THE 365 STUPIDEST THINGS  
EVER SAID CALENDAR
Ross and Kathryn Petras

Politicians, celebrities, CEOs, athletes—between the unhinged 

talk-show interviews and the Twitter rants, you’d think they’d 

learn when to zip their lips . . . not so, and lucky for us, because the 

laughs abound. Every day of this bestselling calendar features a 

hilarious quote that will live on forever in the hall of fame of utter 

idiocy. Sage insight from sportscaster Dave Lamott: Hard to believe 

this game started out 0–0. Deep thoughts from Justin Bieber: Why is 

rhode island nor a road or an island. Plus earthshaking newspaper 

headlines, like BIRTHS OF BABIES IS PRIMARY REASON FOR 

LARGER POPULATION.

•Celebrating 26 years 
of mind-blowing 
success—and 
supreme stupidity!

•A whole new year 
of government 
spin, shocking 
ignorance, foot-in-
mouth moments, 
and celebrity 
airheadedness

•From the bestselling 
authors whose calendars 
and books have over  
5.8 million copies in print

THE 365 SMARTEST THINGS  
EVER SAID! CALENDAR
Ross and Kathryn Petras

Take solace in the words of the wise—writers, activists, 

comedians, and more—with a daily dose of deskside insight. 

From the Petras siblings, the master quote curators, here’s the flip 

side to their bestselling 365 Stupidest Things Ever Said: hundreds of 

musings that will surprise, inspire, and bear repeating. On politics:  

To ask a politician to lead us is to ask the tail of a dog to lead the  

dog. —Buckminster Fuller. On generosity of spirit: Selfishness  

must always be forgiven, you know, because there is no hope of a  

cure. —Jane Austen. And on endings and beginnings: Often when  

you think you’re at the end 

of something, you’re at the 

beginning of something else. 

—Fred Rogers

•4th successful season

•By master quote 
curators Ross and 
Kathryn Petras

•Quotes from artists, 
writers, Nobel Prize 
winners, politicians, 
entrepreneurs, scientists,  
actors, and more

•Perfect gift for recent grads
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WEIRDEST SPORTS MEMORABILIA  
FANS HAVE BOUGHTWhat: Toothpick found in warm-up jacket 

pocket 
Whose: New York Mets pitcher Tom Seaver’s 

How Much: $440 Notes: Sold in 1992, twenty-three years after it 

was supposedly used

FRIDAY
JANUARY2020

24

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0603-3 • No. 100603
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0322-3

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0607-1 • No. 100607
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0356-8

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-8998-5

THE STUPIDEST SPORTS CALENDAR
Ross and Kathryn Petras

F eel the rush of endorphins every day—the endorphins from 

laughing at hilarious sports misses, that is. Like a yearlong 

blooper reel, Stupidest Sports is the calendar for true-blue sports 

fans with a sense of humor, in a hilarious collection of astoundingly 

unvictorious moments, not-so-great plays, and stunts gone oh-so-

wrong. With idiotic injuries: Charles Barkley burns his eyes with 

lotion at an Eric Clapton concert and misses a game. Weird rules: If 

you vomit on a squash court, you automatically lose. Shows of jock 

airheadedness: Soccer is like chess but without the dice. —German 

soccer player Lukas Podolski. And more guffaws, from Ross and 

Kathryn Petras, authors of 

The Stupidest Sports Book of 

All Time. 

•Idiotic injuries, 
weird rules, jock 
airheadedness, and 
more

•Embarrassing 
achievements, 
regrettable plays, 
lamest excuses, 
improbable 
memorabilia, 
and more

•For true-blue 
sports fans with 
a sense of humor

A YEAR OF GOOD BEER CALENDAR 
Amahl Turczyn

America’s bestselling beer calendar with over 1.2 million copies 

sold! Savor a year of ale-centric trivia, history, beer cocktails, 

and expert recommendations for an impressive assortment of 

complex, flavorful brews—like the rich, smooth Barrel-Aged Wee 

Heavy, with notes of bourbon, bittersweet chocolate, and dark-char 

oak. Plus delicious food pairings (like Fremont Imperial Winter  

Ale and Korean barbecue), and memorable quotations: There’s 

nothing in the world like the first taste of beer. —John Steinbeck, 

Cannery Row

•Over 1.2 million  
copies sold

•Craft brewery reviews, 
new hop varieties, beer 
quotes, classic beer 
games, and more

•From Amahl Turczyn, 
associate editor of 
Zymurgy and The New 
Brewer

•Illustrated throughout

•For beer geeks

Even more 
sports 
lunacy
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PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
A YEAR OF GRATITUDE Calendar copyright © A Network for Grateful Living

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0652-1 • No. 100652
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0337-7

Book ISBN: 978-1-56305-467-9

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0646-0 • No. 100646
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0503-6

Book ISBN: 978-1-63586-046-7

A YEAR OF GRATITUDE CALENDAR
A Network for Grateful Living

Here’s a yearlong reminder that no matter where we are in life, the 

blessings around us abound. Inspired by the book Everyday 

Gratitude (from A Network for Grateful Living, a global organization 

promoting mindful gratitude), A Year of Gratitude Page-A-Day 

Calendar evokes a feeling of abundance and hope every day, with 

reminders to appreciate the people and opportunities in our lives and 

to extend that same kindness to ourselves. There are quotes: Never be 

so focused on what you’re looking for that you overlook the thing you 

actually find.—Ann Patchett. With inspiring prompts: If I felt that I 

truly had enough, what would 

I share freely? And thoughtful 

gratitude practices: Breath 

moves through the body 

23,000 times per day—

commit to not taking this 

miracle for granted. 

•Like a gratitude journal 
in a calendar—reminds 
us that life is a gift

•A collection of quotes, 
prompts, and creative 
meditations for 
mindful appreciation

•Created by A Network  
for Grateful Living, a global 
organization promoting mindful 
gratitude

ZEN CALENDAR 
Edited by David Schiller

A t last . . . a lucid moment. A glimpse of beauty. A plainspoken 

truth that unfolds and radiates calm. Filled with gems from Zen 

masters, philosophers, writers, iconoclasts, saints, poets, and even 

comedians, the Zen calendar offers a year of insight, wisdom, and, 

of course, the paradoxical. Discover the Zen of Bashō, Lao-tzu, and 

the Buddha himself. Also Simone Weil, Franz Kafka, Gilda Radner, 

and Rumi: Look past your thoughts that you may drink the pure 

nectar of this moment. Inspired by the bestselling book with 531,000 

copies in print.

•Sales up 16% and a 
sellout in 2019

•A perennial gem, 
with lifetime sales of 
1.1 million

•A daily spiritual 
wake-up call, with 
hundreds of quotes, 
koans, parables, and 
poems

•Adapted from the 
bestselling book

BY THE SAME AUTHOR:  
Zen Wall Calendar (see page 68)gratefulness.org

More zen
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$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0655-2 • No. 100655
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0275-2

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0645-3 • No. 100645
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0344-5

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-7758-6

A PRAYER FOR EVERY DAY 
CALENDAR 
Edited by David Schiller

Arm yourself with prayer rather than a sword;  

wear humility rather than fine clothes. 

—Saint Dominic

Seek relief from the frenetic pace of daily life and turn inward to 

prayer and meditation. For anyone seeking inspiration, 

contentment, and solace, here are hundreds of prayers culled from 

holy books, songs, novels, and more. Adapted from The Little Book of 

Prayers, with over 384,000 copies in print, the calendar is a surprising, 

accessible collection, with 

beautiful Celtic prayers, 

African American spirituals, 

and excerpts from the Bible 

and the Qu’ran, as well as 

insights from Saint 

Augustine, Jack Kerouac, and 

Frank Herbert: Seek freedom 

and become captive of your 

desires. Seek discipline and 

find your liberty.

•An inspiring calendar 
adapted from the bestselling 
The Little Book of Prayers

•Hundreds of common and 
uncommon prayers that 
encourage meditation 

•A gift for seekers and the 
spiritually hungry

FOR WOMEN WHO DO TOO MUCH 
CALENDAR
Anne Wilson Schaef

A rock of support that women rely on year after year, this 

3.7-million-copy-selling calendar keeps the mood positive with 

a daily dose of empathy, wisdom, and healing humor. With tips on 

learning how to draw on the sources of strength around you. To ask 

for help when you need it. To let go of resentment. Plus, ways to scale 

back on the multitasking, and words of inspiration from Oprah 

Winfrey, Nora Ephron, and Meghan Markle: Women don’t need to 

find a voice, they have a voice, and they need to feel empowered to 

use it, and people need to 

be encouraged to listen.

•An essential title, 
with over 3.7 
million copies sold

•Daily reminders 
to slow down and 
remember what 
truly matters in life

•The gift for women 
everywhere—
moms, wives, 
daughters, and friends

384,000 
copies in 
print
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PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0687-3 • No. 100687
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0485-5

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0610-1 • No. 100610
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0300-1

THE OFFICIAL 365 SPORTS  
FACTS-A-YEAR CALENDAR

It’s America’s trusted sports facts calendar—with over 6.3 million 

copies sold—that’s packed with the home runs, slam dunks, and 

close games that get every sports fan’s blood pumping. There are 

amazing feats: Who scored the second-most points in a game in NBA 

history behind Wilt Chamberlain’s 100-point effort? Kobe Bryant 

scored 81 points while leading the Lakers to a 122–104 victory over 

the Raptors. Record breakers: What is the longest winning streak in 

NHL history? The Penguins won 17 consecutive games in 1993. And 

quotes: Pressure is something you feel only when you don’t know 

what you’re doing.—Steelers head coach Chuck Noll. Obsessive and 

fascinating, 365 Sports Facts-A-Year belongs on the desktop of 

anyone who opens the sports page first thing in the morning.

•An essential title— 
6.3 million copies 
sold

•Daily sports page 
meets calendar in 
a celebration of 
legendary athleticism 
and record-breaking 
plays, plus trivia 
questions and quotes

•Pure pleasure for the 
sports fan—and the 
perfect gift

HOOPS: 365 DAYS OF BASKETBALL 
TRIVIA CALENDAR
Danny Cooper

The newest addition to the sports Page-A-Day Calendar line 

(which, combined, has sold over 6.6 million copies), Hoops is 

the calendar that shoots—and scores—with day after day of 

fascinating stats, facts, and history. Discover Immortal Records: What 

was the point total in the highest scoring game in NBA history, a 

1983 contest between the Nuggets and Pistons? 370 (It was also the 

most points ever scored by both a winning team and a losing team, 

with Detroit winning 186–184.) Draft History: Did you know that 

1996’s epic NBA draft included 10 future All-Stars, including Kobe 

Bryant? Plus, Dubious Distinctions, Hoops History, and quotes: 

There are really only two plays: Romeo and Juliet, and put  

the darn ball in the basket.”—College coach Abe Lemons

•Chock-full of 
basketball knowledge: 
the greatest plays, 
record-breaking feats, 
and much more

•A slam-dunk gift for 
basketball buffs
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$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0608-8 • No. 100608
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0301-8

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0609-5 • No. 100609
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0302-5

A YEAR OF FOOTBALL TRIVIA! 
CALENDAR
Jeff Marcus

Test your gridiron fanaticism every day with an obsessive and 

intriguing year of football stats, trivia, and lore. There are 

Famous Firsts: Who was the first NFL quarterback to pass for more 

than 400 yards in a game? (A. Sammy Baugh, B. Otto Graham, C. 

Sid Luckman, or D. Bob Waterfield.)* Immortal Records: Did you 

know that Jim Brown was the rushing champion eight times, the most 

in NFL history? Plus Draft History, College Ball, Dubious 

Distinctions, and quotes from some of the greats: When you’re good 

at something, you’ll tell everyone. When you’re great at something, 

they’ll tell you.—Hall of Fame running back Walter Payton. By Jeff 

Marcus, author of All-Time, All-Team Pro Football Quiz, it’s a perfect 

gift for anyone with a football fixation.

•Jam-packed with 
stats, rivalries, trivia, 
Hall of Famers, 
College Ball, Notable 
Coaches, Draft 
History, and more

•From the author of 
All-Time, All-Team 
Pro Football Quiz

•Trivia answers 
are printed on the 
reverse of each page

•For gridiron fanatics

A YEAR OF BASEBALL TRIVIA! 
CALENDAR
Kenneth Shouler

The green of the field; the roar of the crowd; the crack of the  

bat when it connects with the ball, knocking it out of sight:  

This is the calendar that takes obsessive baseball fans right to the 

ballpark. Every day is packed with stats, history, and fascinating 

factoids. There are Immortal Records: Name the National League 

player who holds the record for stealing home the most times in  

a season. (A. Jackie Robinson, B. Pete Reiser, C. Tim Raines,  

D. Lou Brock.)* Quotes: My own little rule was two for one—if  

one of my teammates got knocked down, then I knocked down  

two on the other team.—Don Drysdale. Plus Famous Firsts,  

Dubious Distinctions, and more.

•Third sellout year in a row

•Stats, trivia, and 
fascinating  
lore, plus awards, 
Dubious Distinctions, 
Baseball by the 
Decade, and quotes 
from players

•From the author of The 
Major League Baseball 
Book of Fabulous Facts 
and Awesome Trivia

•A daily fix for  
baseball fans

*C.  Bears QB Sid Luckman had 433 yards 

against the Giants on November 14, 1943.

*B.  Dodgers outfielder “Pistol Pete” Reiser 

stole home seven times in 1946.
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PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0588-3 • No. 100588
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0278-3

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0654-5 • No. 100654
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0345-2

290 BAD JOKES & 75 PUNDERFUL 
PUNS CALENDAR

Here is a calendar that’s fun for the whole family! It’s a year of 

the best groaners, the most moronic knock-knocks, the goofiest 

puns, and riddles so dumb you’ll laugh out loud and roll your eyes 

simultaneously. This perennial bestseller, with 4.7 million copies 

sold, serves up another year of hoots: Did you hear the one about the 

doctor who got angry? He ran out of patients. Or the difference 

between a unicorn and a head of lettuce? One’s a funny beast; the 

other’s a bunny feast. Ba-dum-chh! Read them out loud to your 

colleagues or to the kids—you’ll all be in stitches.

•The bestselling joke calendar of all time,  
with over 4.7 million copies sold

•Sales up 16% in 
2019 and a sellout

•Fun for the whole 
family

365 DAYS OF AMAZING TRIVIA! 
CALENDAR

For trivia hounds, pub quiz devotees, and anyone who delights in 

knowing it all, it’s a year of feeding the brain with tricky, 

entertaining questions and unexpected answers, with hundreds of 

surprising factoids and fascinating tidbits throughout. Intriguing 

inventions: Who invented the piccolo trumpet? (Victor-Charles 

Mahillon). Political history: Who was the first woman elected to the 

US Congress? (Jeannette Rankin, a representative of Montana). Pop 

culture surprises: What novel’s film rights were sold to movie studio 

Color Force for just $1? (Kevin Kwan’s Crazy Rich Asians). Want to 

see if you’re right? The answer is found on the back of each page.

•The 4.8-million-
copy-selling 
category killer that 
sells out year after 
year

•It’s all here—
history, pop culture, 
science, geography, 
sports, literature, 
and more

•For trivia hounds 
and pub quiz 
devotees
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BATHROOM READER is a registered trademark of Bathroom Reader’s Press. All rights reserved.

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0586-9 • No. 100586
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0279-0

$14.99 US/$20.99 Can./£11.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0587-6 • No. 100587
Ships: July
Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0280-6 

UNCLE JOHN’S BATHROOM READER® 
CALENDAR
The Bathroom Readers’ Institute

No one knows wacky like Uncle John’s. Presenting a whole new 

year of quirky factoids, odd anecdotes, and more weird, 

wonderful entertainment for the 68 percent of Americans who admit 

to being bathroom readers. Surprising vocab, like pogonophobe 

(someone who’s afraid of beards). Quirky questions: What is the 

purpose of earwax? (To keep ears clean and lubricated so they don’t 

dry out). And intriguing origin stories, like how tater tots were 

invented. Plus, Thoughts for the Throne, Roll Call, Legal Briefs,  

Pot-pourri, and Uncle John’s Stall of Shame.

•Based on the 15 million-copy bestselling Uncle John’s 
Bathroom Reader book series

•A perennial favorite—
over 1.4 million copies 
sold 

•Hundreds of quirky 
factoids, odd 
anecdotes, and  
funny crime stories

•A humor gift for fun-
fact enthusiasts who 
never tire of learning

KEEP CALM AND CARRY ON 
CALENDAR

Chin up! Inspired by the pithy and powerful poster designed to 

boost British morale during World War II, Keep Calm and 

Carry On is a calendar of 365 quotes, mottos, and sayings that will 

give you encouragement and motivation every day. Even monkeys 

sometimes fall off a tree.—Japanese proverb. Laugh it off, laugh it  

off; it’s all part of life’s rich pageant.—Arthur Marshall, British 

broadcaster. Patience accomplishes its object, while hurry speeds to 

its ruin.—Saadi Shirazi, Persian poet. And more inspiring, thought-

provoking words to live by. 

•Celebrating 10 bestselling years in 2020

•A year of positivity, 
gumption, and 
chin-up attitude 

•Inspired by the iconic 
poster created to 
boost British spirit 
during World War II
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PIPSTICKS is a registered trademark of Pipsticks, Inc. WORKMAN is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

17-Month Large 
Planners

Keep track of your busy life—

and have fun while doing 

it—with these large 17-month 

planners that are perfect for 

making plans, marking events, or, 

you know, running the world. 

They’re as practical as they are 

stylish, with foil-embellished 

covers, two elastic bands each (one 

for keeping the planner closed, and 

one for bookmarking your place), 

along with reinforced colored 

monthly tabs and an expandable 

pocket on the inside back cover. 

And there’s even more fun: a 

sparkly, holographic storage 

pouch, an illustrated postcard, 

sticky tabs, and six sheets of  

matte stickers bound in (that’s 

900+ stickers)! 

Here Comes the Sun Large Planner 2020
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0591-3 • No. 100591
3-COPY COUNTER DISPLAY
$89.97 US/$119.97 Can.
ISBN: 978-0-7611-9619-8 • No. 29619

Stay Golden Large Planner 2020
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0592-0 • No. 100592
3-COPY COUNTER DISPLAY
$89.97 US/$119.97 Can.
ISBN: 978-0-7611-9620-4 • No. 29620

These Are the Days Large Planner 2020
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0593-7 • No. 100593
3-COPY COUNTER DISPLAY
$89.97 US/$119.97 Can.
ISBN: 978-0-7611-9621-1 • No. 29621

Matte-laminated 
hardcover with foil 
embellishments

Metallic Wire-O binding

Two elastic 
bands
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$29.99 US/$39.99 Can./£22.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout; elastic band 
closure; elastic cord bookmark; 6 matte sticker sheets 
bound in; sticky tabs, postcard, holographic pouch,  
gusseted pocket; 240 pages; 8" × 10"
Matte-laminated hardcover with foil embellishments;  
lay-flat metallic Wire-O bound
Ships: May

Each large planner includes:

•  Foil-embellished cover

•  Six large sheets of matte stickers

•  Sparkly, holographic storage pouch

•  Full-color postcard

•  Sticky tabs

•  Expandable storage pocket on 
inside back cover

•  Reinforced colored monthly tabs

•  Two elastic bands (one for keeping 
the planner closed, the other for 
bookmarking your place)

“Currently” pages to write down 
what you’re loving each month

Trendy, colorful art is 
unique to each theme

Sparkly, holographic storage pouch with postcard and sticky tabs

Color palette inspiration 
and creative challenges

6 sheets of matte stickers

Fun prompts

Reinforced 
color-coded 
monthly tabs
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PIPSTICKS is a registered trademark of Pipsticks, Inc. WORKMAN is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

17-Month Personal 
Planners

A brand-new 6¼" × 8" planner that’s like 

an all-in-one personal assistant? Let’s 

do this! Perfect for the woman-on-the-go, 

each 17-month personal planner matches 

one of the large planners in theme and 

interior design. Best of all, there are plenty 

of signature Pipsticks + Workman goodies: 

two storage pockets, six sheets of matte 

stickers, a ribbon for marking your place, 

and an elastic band to keep it all together. 

Throw one in a tote, keep it at your desk—

wherever you go, these planners will inspire 

productivity and creativity all year long.

Ribbon bookmark

Here Comes the Sun Personal Planner 2020 
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0725-2 • No. 100725
3-COPY COUNTER DISPLAY
$74.97 US/$110.97 Can.
ISBN: 978-0-7611-9616-7 • No. 29616

Stay Golden Personal Planner 2020
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0724-5 • No. 100724
3-COPY COUNTER DISPLAY
$74.97 US/$110.97 Can.
ISBN: 978-0-7611-9617-4 • No. 29617

These Are the Days Personal Planner 2020
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0723-8 • No. 100723
3-COPY COUNTER DISPLAY
$74.97 US/$110.97 Can.
ISBN: 978-0-7611-9618-1 • No. 29618

Matte-laminated 
hardcover with foil 
embellishments

Elastic band 
closure
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$24.99 US/$36.99 Can./£19.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout; elastic closure; 
ribbon bookmark; 6 matte sticker sheets; 2 storage 
pockets; 240 pages; 6¼" × 8"
Matte-laminated hardcover with foil embellishments 
and lay-flat binding
Ships: May

Each personal planner includes: 

•  Foil-embellished cover

•  Six sheets of matte stickers tucked  
inside front pocket 

•  Expandable storage pocket on inside back cover

•  Reinforced colored monthly tabs

•  Ribbon for bookmarking your place

•  Elastic band closure

Quiz questions Lay-flat binding

6 sheets of matte stickers

“Currently” pages to write down 
what you’re loving each month

Color inspiration and 
creative challenges

Fun prompts

Reinforced 
color-coded 
monthly tabs

Week at 
a glance
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PIPSTICKS is a registered trademark of Pipsticks, Inc. WORKMAN is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

So. Many. Stickers.
2,500 Little Stickers for Your Big Life

A must-have for sticker fanatics and planner gals,  

So. Many. Stickers. features 2,500 colorful  

little stickers for any occasion. Collect them, decorate  

with them, or trade with your besties! The images are  

pure joy: vintage cameras, vibrantly colored flowers, 

 stylish high-top sneakers. And it makes a perfect  

add-on to a Pipsticks + Workman planner.

A Little Book of Big Stickers

Personalize a planner (or phone case or laptop) with the Little Book of Big Stickers series: three small books 

featuring 20 HUGE vinyl stickers, each with a different theme. There’s Love, with a bouquet of flowers and 

friendship bracelets. Magical: All kawaii designs, including a unicorn and shooting star. And Word, with catchy, 

cheeky phrases that are bound to make you smile, like “I’m here for the snacks.” Bonus: Each book includes lots 

of little stickers, too!

A LITTLE BOOK OF  
BIG STICKERS 
$9.95 US/$13.95 Can./£7.99 UK
Paper; Full color throughout;  
20 sheetsof vinyl stickers; 5" × 7"
Ships: May

WORD STICKERS
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0714-6
No. 100714

$12.95 US/$16.95 Can./£9.99 UK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0715-3 • No. 100715
Paper; full color throughout;  
50 sticker sheets; 6" × 7¼"
Ships: May

MAGICAL STICKERS
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0713-9
No. 100713

50 sticker sheets + 50 stickers 
per sheet = 2,500 stickers!

LOVE STICKERS
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0712-2
No. 100712

Vinyl stickers 
are waterproof 
and super 
durable, 
perfect for tech 
accessories, 
bikes, and 
water bottles

Colorful 
stickers 
that are 
bound to 
make you 
smile

Each of the 20 
vinyl sticker 
sheets features 
a huge sticker—
plus, bonus 
small stickers 
throughout!
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Sticker Books

Three innovative sticker books that contain 20 perforated sheets of stickers, including one sheet each of holographic  

and glitter stickers. Plus, each book includes six full-color postcards—decorate them with stickers and send them to friends!

$12.95 US/ 
$16.95 Can./£10.99 UK
Full color throughout;  
20 perforated sticker 
pages, including 1 sheet 
each of holographic  
and glitter stickers;  
6 full-color detachable 
postcards; 4" × 71⁄8"
Paperback with 
matchbook-style closure
Available now

THE FUN HAS JUST 
BEGUN STICKER BOOK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0478-7
No. 100478

DREAMING IN COLOR  
STICKER BOOK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0477-0
No. 100477

THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT 
STICKER BOOK
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0479-4
No. 100479

Sticker Collection Book

And what do you do with those stickers that 

are just too good to use? Collect and store 

them! Here’s a grown-up version of your 

beloved sticker book. Hands Off My 

Stickers! has five glossy gatefold pages,  

five holographic storage pouches, and  

three sheets of stickers.

HANDS OFF MY STICKERS!
$18.95 US/$24.95 Can./£14.99 UK
978-1-5235-0480-0 • No. 100480
5 full-color gatefold pages; 3 sticker sheets 
(includes 1 sheet each of puffy and glitter 
stickers); 5 holographic storage pouches; 8" × 10"
Matte-laminated hardcover with foil 
embellishments; concealed Wire-O binding
Available now

5 glossy foldout pages to showcase 
your stickers, organized by color

Loads of 
stickers 
included to 
decorate and 
customize

Notekeepers

Jot down ideas, daydreams, or doodles in these custom-designed notekeepers. One notekeeper has lined paper for lists, one has grid paper for goal 

tracking, and one has blank and dotted paper for creativity. Plus: two sticker sheets bound in each.

$14.95 US/$19.95 Can./£12.99 UK
Full color throughout; elastic cord closure; 2 sticker sheets bound in; 144 pages; 5" × 7"
Matte-laminated hardcover with foil embellishments
Available now

GREAT THINGS INSIDE 
NOTEKEEPER
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0464-0
No. 100464

BIG IDEAS INSIDE 
NOTEKEEPER
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0465-7
No. 100465

FUN STUFF INSIDE 
NOTEKEEPER
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0463-3
No. 100463

5 holographic pouchesPersonalize your book

Foil-embellished cover

Matte, puffy, and 
glitter stickers inside

Contact your Workman  

sales representative for terms  

on non-dated Pipsticks products
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FLOW is a registered trademark of Sanoma Media Netherlands B.V.
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$9.99 US/$14.99 Can./£8.99 UK
Full-color illustrations on uncoated stock;  
13 pages; 9½" × 8½" padded format
ISBN 978-1-5235-0731-3 • No. 100731
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July

GO WITH THE FLOW:  
A MAGNETIC MONTHLY CALENDAR
Irene Smit and Astrid van der Hulst
A Flow® Calendar

A compact 9½" × 8½" padded monthly calendar that combines 

mindfulness with practical organization, Go with the Flow  

is ideal for chronicling anything from big plans to budding ideas.  

In 12 clean, spacious spreads, there’s plenty of room to make note  

of events, lists, and reminders—so you can let your mind wander to 

more fun things. Plus affirmations to put your mind at ease: It's not 

about the result, it's about the process. And, designed with Flow’s 

unique sensibility for finding beauty in simplicity, every page features 

charming illustrations—of porch swings, of gorgeous plants in 

ceramic planters—and wallpaper-inspired backgrounds that infuse 

the month with brightness. With a magnetic backer, it’s perfect for the 

fridge, desk, or wall.

• It’s magnetic—perfect for 
the fridge, wall, or desk

• The compact padded 
monthly calendar that 
combines mindfulness with 
practical organization

• 12 spacious write-in grids 
with upbeat affirmations 
and charming illustrations

• Printed on uncoated stock

                        

CALENDARS & 
STATIONERY

F
low celebrates creativity, 

mindfulness, and life’s small 

pleasures through books, calendars, 

and a brand-new line of gorgeous and 

practical stationery. 

In 2020, the charmingly designed My 

Perfectly Imperfect Life wall calendar and 

Everything Grows with Love mini calendar 

are joined by three debuts across three formats. 

Practical organization meets calming ease in the 

magnetic-backed Go with the Flow, and 

illustrated wonder in the Dare to Daydream 

wall calendar. Then there’s the elegant, fabric-

bound Flow weekly planner for the desk or tote. 

And what better way to celebrate 

Flow’s passion for paper than with an 

innovative line of stationery: Breathe, 

Create, Celebrate Notebook Set,  

the List More, Forget Less Notepad, 

the One Day At a Time Daily List Pad, 

and the Tiny Pleasures Sticky Notes. 

Fresh design, mindful messaging, and 

practical simplicity 

make each calendar 

and stationery 

product 

quintessentially 

Flow—and a gift of 

pure pleasure.

2 monthly 
reference grids

Fridge-friendly 
magnetic backer 

Charming 
illustrations 
and mindful 
affirmations 
throughout
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$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color illustrations on uncoated stock; 
28 pages; 10" × 14" 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0732-0 • No. 100732
Wire-O bound/shrink-wrapped
Ships: July

DARE TO DAYDREAM CALENDAR
Irene Smit and Astrid van der Hulst
A Flow® Calendar

Introducing a new, eminently stylish collaboration between Flow and 

illustrator Anisa Makhoul. Combining vibrant art with a compact 10" × 14" 

Wire-O-bound format, Dare to Daydream will make any wall pop with 

color and beauty. Each month’s spread features fresh, modern design, and art 

that’s a delightful counterpoint to the bustle of the everyday. For December, 

there’s a cozy, snowed-in cabin to get away from it all; in April, a vividly 

colored songbird heralds spring; in July, a vintage camper van and surfboard 

inspire adventure. Playful and fun, Dare to Daydream is a burst of joy for 

the office or home—and a gift to make anyone feel happy all year long. 

•Beautiful art and minimalist grid that will inspire you 
while keeping you on track 

•Showcases the delightfully fresh illustrations of Anisa 
Makhoul

•Compact 10" × 14" Wire-O bound format takes up 
less room on the wall

•Printed on heavy, uncoated stock

•The calendar gift that’s an instant mood booster for 
your home or office

Art extends 
down into 
the grid

Compact 10" × 14" Wire-O-bound format
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$22.99 US/$29.99 Can./£18.99 UK
Fabric-bound hardcover; full-color illustrations 
on uncoated stock; elastic closure; pocket; 
ribbon; 160 pages; 6¼" × 8½"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0733-7 • No. 100733
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July

Branding sticker 
on shrink wrap

Two-page spread layout has ample room for 
daily appointments, notes, and to-do lists

Beautifully 
designed 
month openers

Brainstorm the month ahead 
on graph paper notes pages

Ribbon bookmark 
to mark your place

Pocket on inside back cover

Fabric-bound hardcover with gold foil stamping

Elastic 
band 
closure

Prompts 
inspire you to 
embrace life’s 
small pleasures

FLOW WEEKLY PLANNER
Irene Smit and Astrid van der Hulst
A Flow® Calendar

A    beautifully designed, fabric-bound weekly planner that’s 

 perfect for taking time out for yourself, for your thoughts, 

plans, and goals. Every week features a stunning pattern and 

spacious two-page spread layout. There’s room for your daily 

appointments on the right, and on the left page, write your 

notes, to-do lists, or thoughts. Prompts throughout inspire you 

to take note of the little things and embrace life’s serendipity.

•Exquisite package: fabric cover with 
gold foil stamping, elastic band 
closure, ribbon bookmark, storage 
pocket on inside back cover

•Each two-page spread has room for 
daily appointments and to-do lists, 
plus extra sections for jotting notes, 
thoughts, or inspirations

•Patterns throughout by Dutch artist 
Sanny van Loon and printed on heavy, 
uncoated stock

A cheerful pattern 
every week
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$7.99 US/$10.99 Can./£4.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout on 
uncoated stock; 28 pages; 7" × 7"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0667-5 • No. 100667
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0502-9

Book ISBN: 978-1-5235-0114-4

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout on uncoated stock;  
12 illustrated postcards; 12" × 12" sheet of stickers;  
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0651-4 • No. 100651
Wire-O bound/shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0500-5

EVERYTHING GROWS WITH 
LOVE MINI CALENDAR
Irene Smit and Astrid van der Hulst
A Flow® Calendar

An eye-catching mini calendar with a timeless 

message. Here’s a year of whimsical, quirky 

illustrations that animate 12 quotes and sayings on 

the joy of living a life 

infused with love—for 

others and yourself. 

Inspired by Flow’s 

charming little book, it’ll 

give a cubicle, locker, or 

any small space a burst of 

color, warmth, and joy.

•Heartfelt 
affirmations and 
quotes to brighten 
your space

•All-new 
illustrations by 
the artists who 
make Flow so 
recognizable

•A sweet gift of  
love for a friend  
or a relative

A pocket-size 
celebration of love

MY PERFECTLY 
IMPERFECT LIFE 
CALENDAR
Irene Smit and Astrid van der Hulst
A Flow® Calendar

Prioritizing joyful, small moments 

leads to greater long-term happiness. From Flow, My Perfectly Imperfect 

Life is the calendar that toasts a year of quiet delights, and sweetly simple, perfectly 

imperfect experiences: a solo stroll without your smartphone. Friday night in with a 

good book and a cozy chair. The joy of relaxing in a 

hammock nestled among trees. Every month, 

colorful illustrations—of plants, of  

books piled high, of cats—are paired with 

inspiring quotes and prompts about living a 

less hectic life.

•Because life is messy  
(and that’s a good thing!)

•The calendar that 
encourages an 
appreciation of the 
ups and downs that we 
experience every day

•Every month, whimsical illustrations and tips 
on how to become more aware and mindful

•Compact 12" x 12" Wire-O bound format; 
printed on uncoated stock

96 stickers and 
12 postcards
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$12.95 US/$19.95 Can./£9.99 UK
4 different colors repeat throughout;  
80 tear-off pages; 4¼" × 8¼"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0728-3 • No. 100728
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: March

$14.95 US/$22.95 Can./£10.99 UK
Set of 3 notebooks, each with repeating 
1-color interiors; 64 pages each; 5½" × 8"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0727-6 • No. 100727
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: March

LIST MORE, FORGET  
LESS NOTEPAD

Here’s a notepad that makes jotting down 

lists and errands a breeze—the more you 

list, the more you free your mind to tackle 

creative things.

•Magnetic backer

•80 easy tear-off pages

•4 different colors repeat 
throughout

•Printed on 
FSC-certified 
paper

BREATHE, CREATE, CELEBRATE 
NOTEBOOK SET

Whether you’re journaling, sketching, or brainstorming, this set 

of three elegantly designed notebooks suits all of your creative 

needs. Breathe helps you reflect and record your thoughts; Create lets 

you work through bright ideas; and Celebrate encourages you to slow 

down and enjoy life’s little pleasures.

•1 ruled notebook, 1 dot 
grid notebook, and 1 graph 
paper notebook

•Titles stamped in gold foil 
on textured covers

•64 pages each

•Printed on FSC-certified  
paper

Paper love is synonymous with Flow, and what better way to celebrate this passion for paper—and the creative self-

expression paper enables—than with an innovative line of bold and beautiful stationery. Intentional design, thoughtful 

messaging, and simple practicality make each stationery product quintessentially Flow—and a gift of pure pleasure to 

share with journalers, planners, or anyone who appreciates the little things in life.

Magnetic 
backer

Set of 
three 
elegantly 
designed 
notebooks

Ruled notebook

Graph paper notebook

Dot grid notebook

Four different 
colors repeat 
throughout
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$12.95 US/$22.95 Can./£9.99 UK
Set of 9 full-color adhesive notepads;  
60 sheets each; pad sizes vary;  
all packaged in a 6" x 8" paperback case
ISBN 978-1-5235-0730-6 • No. 100730
Poly-bagged
Ships: March

$12.95 US/$19.95 Can./£9.99 UK
4 different colors repeat throughout;  
80 tear-off pages; 8½" × 7"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0729-0 • No. 100729
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: March

TINY PLEASURES STICKY NOTES

Organization meets mindfulness! Take note of the little things 

with this set of sticky pads: Bookmark a favorite quotation or 

passage in a book, leave a lunchbox note, or post an affirmation on 

the mirror. Each colorful illustration by Sanny van Loon reminds us 

of the simple joys in life: a vibrant sunset, biking weather, a 

handwritten letter.

•9 illustrated sticky note pads  
and tabs of assorted sizes

•60 sheets each

•540 stickies in all

ONE DAY AT A TIME DAILY LIST PAD

Take things one day at a time with this smart and intuitive desk 

pad that allows you to prioritize and conquer each day’s 

responsibilities in a format that takes the stress out of to-do lists and 

scheduling. With just one sheet per day, you can manage your tasks 

and keep up with your hour-by-hour agenda.

•80 easy tear-off pages

•Separate lists and schedule for ultimate organization

•4 different colors repeat throughout

•Printed on FSC-certified paper

Four different 
colors repeat 
throughout

Poly-bagged 
cover opens to 
reveal contents

9 illustrated sticky note pads of assorted sizes

SHIPS MARCH 4  

FOR MOTHER’S DAY!  

STATIONERY TERMS APPLY.



MOM’S 
FAMILY 
CALENDAR®

Sandra Boynton 

The jolliest, 

hardest-working, 

bestselling (to the tune 

of 5.5 million copies) 

wall calendar is back! 

Beginning in August, 

in time for the school 

year, Mom’s shows 

where everyone is, and 

when, with just a 

glance. The ingenious 

grid is laid out 

vertically, with five 

columns across the 

top—one for each family member—and the days of the 

month reading down the left-hand side. It’s a superstar 

multitasker, just like Mom herself. 

•Our #1 bestselling (and 
beloved) wall calendar with 
5.5 million sold

•Full 17-month calendar, 
drop-down storage pocket, 
more than 350 cool 
stickers, and 9 vinylized 
fridge magnets
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MOM’S FAMILY CALENDAR is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc. 

$9.99 US/$13.99 Can.
Full-color illustrations throughout;  
12 sheets; 6" × 12"
ISBN 978-0-7611-4289-8 • No. 14289
Wire-O bound/shrink-wrapped
Ships: May

MOM’S BIRTHDAY 
CALENDAR 
Sandra Boynton

A n undated perpetual calendar to record 

birthdays, anniversaries, and more.

WALL CALENDARS
Contemporary design, captivating photography, editorial vision, and expert authorship give each Workman wall 

calendar its ineffable appeal. Now presenting 7 newcomers: Inspired by the charming books, here are Crazy 

Cat Lady and Crazy Plant Lady mini calendars; Plant Love, a chic lifestyle calendar for the trendsetter; from 

Hello!Lucky’s Sabrina and Eunice Moyle, there’s enchanting fun for all ages in Magical Activity Calendar; a 

viral Instagram account brings in the irresistibly endearing Cats on Catnip. And revel in an elegant, artful year 

with Nathalie Lété’s Garden of Dreams.

Drop-down 
storage pocket

9 big magnets

Spiral 
binding 
and 
heavy 
stock

$15.99 US/$22.99 Can.
Full-color illustrations throughout; 
vinylized magnet sheet; drop-down 
storage pocket; full-color stickers;  
34 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0596-8 • No. 100596
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0313-1
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$15.99 US/$24.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color illustrations on uncoated stock; market 
lists; 54 pages; magnetic backer; 11½" × 8½" 
padded format with weekly tear-off pages
ISBN 978-1-5235-0722-1 • No. 100722
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0340-7

$17.99 US/$25.99 Can./£14.99 UK
Full-color illustrations on uncoated stock; 36 pages, 
15" × 10" padded format; reinforced corners
ISBN 978-1-5235-0734-4 • No. 100734
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0288-2

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-8940-4

THE KITCHEN COMPANION  
PAGE-A-WEEK® CALENDAR
Illustrated by Claudia Pearson

An essential ingredient to a smooth-running household, The 

Kitchen Companion Page-A-Week Calendar is a weekly 

magnetic calendar to spruce up your fridge and bring order to the 

days ahead. Weekly spreads feature plenty of room for keeping track 

of plans and notes and for jotting down grocery lists (you’ll never 

misplace yours again). There are surprising tips on cooking (add a 

teabag when cooking rice for enhanced flavor), freezing (store whole 

peppers in the freezer before blanching or roasting), and using up 

extra ingredients (make mint-infused syrup before the herb goes 

bad!). And throughout the year Claudia Pearson’s stylish kitchen-

themed illustrations charm and delight.

•All your kitchen and home organization  
in one handy calendar

•Padded 11½" × 8½" format is a perfect fit  
for fridge (it’s magnetic) or kitchen wall 

•Illustrated by Claudia Pearson

•Text by Laura Silverman, of the popular  
website gluttonforlife.com 

WORK IT! 17-MONTH DESK JOTTER
Mary Kate McDevitt

Work It! is the completely fresh take on the desk blotter that 

allows you to feel productive and in control all year long. With 

17 months of calendar grids, it includes ample room for noting plans, 

events, and encouragements (with cheerful headers like “Keep it up!” 

to remind you that you can power through anything). And every month 

features a bonus page with quirky prompts, check-off lists (helpfully 

divided into Appointments, Projects, Tasks, and Messages), and  

room for creative doodling. Plus, there are vouchers to pass out to 

colleagues and friends, like an “instant good mood” card, a fill-in 

Mantra of the Month card, and a giant favor coupon. Let’s get to work!

•The get-it-all-done desk jotter designed and illustrated 
by Mary Kate McDevitt

•Full 17-month calendar begins August 2019

•Bonus page each month with coupons and more 
creative fun

PAGE-A-WEEK is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc. 

Reinforced corners prevent paper curl

Weekly 
market 
list

Includes clever 
kitchen tips

Also by Mary Kate McDevitt
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$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0745-0 • No. 100745
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July

CATS ON CATNIP CALENDAR
Andrew Marttila

Celebrate a year of far-out cats in a calendar that gleefully 

dovetails the aww factor with the humor factor, adapted 

from photographer Andrew Marttila’s beloved book and 

Instagram (with over 400K followers) that “capture the 

euphoric expressions of kitties high on catnip—and the results 

are absolutely hilarious” (Yahoo). Here are 12 full-color 

photographs in which these famously poised and dignified 

creatures get goofy and let loose: There’s a chilled-out Calico 

feeling the good stuff start to sink in. A Russian Blue rolling 

all around on the carpet. A Tabby cracking herself up. For cat 

fanatics, it’s a whole other gleeful side of cats to adore—and 

the perfect calendar for spreading good vibes. 

•Feline funky! Hilarious pictures of blissed-out cats 
rolling in and chowing down on their favorite snack 
of choice—catnip

•Andrew Marttila is the photographer behind Shop 
Cats of New York and author of Cats on Catnip

•A delightful new humor calendar gift for the cat lover

Hilarious 
photos of cats 
blissed-out on 
catnip

Laugh-out-loud pictures

[Andrew Marttila] takes pictures of cats “high” on catnip,  
and it’ll be your new favorite thing.

—POPSUGAR



$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color photographs and illustrations 
throughout; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0577-7 • No. 100577
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0265-3

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-9322-7
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$7.99 US/$10.99 Can./£4.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 7" × 7"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0578-4 • No. 100578
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0267-7

THE ORIGINAL SLOTHS  
MINI CALENDAR
Lucy Cooke

Sloths, that beloved rain forest species, 

inspire a devoted online and IRL 

following. Join the mellow fun with twelve 

months of colorful, up-close photographs of 

sloths doing what they love best: gently 

swaying from branches, munching on 

hibiscus flowers, and cuddling up to one 

another affectionately, all with sleepy, sweet 

smiles on their furry faces. This adorably 

compact, hang-anywhere calendar is the 

perfect year-round reminder for us humans 

to chill out and enjoy life, too!

•#1 mini wall calendar, 
with sales up 20% and  
a sellout

•The chillest creatures 
in the animal kingdom, 
even cuter on a small 
scale 

•slothville.com

THE ORIGINAL 
SLOTHS CALENDAR
Lucy Cooke

Sloths are America’s new “it” creature. 
—Wall Street Journal

Don’t hurry, be happy, with a year of 

sweet, sleepy, absolutely adorable 

sloths. These always chilled-out creatures 

are wise to the joys of slowing down, 

getting snuggly, and stopping to smell the 

hibiscus flowers (their #1 favorite snack). 

Pairing irresistible, brightly colored 

photographs with charming captions and 

fascinating sloth facts (did you know it 

can take a sloth 30 days to digest a single 

leaf?), every month is a tribute to the 

mellow joys of living sloth-fully. 

•Unstoppable: #2 wall calendar, 
with 2019 sales up 39% and a sellout

•A mindfulness calendar like 
no other, with heart-tuggingly 
cute photographs of these 
always-chill animals

•From Lucy Cooke, 
photographer, zoologist, 
and founder of the Sloth 
Appreciation Society

More heart-tugging 
cuteness

SLOTHFUL SENSATIONS— 

DO NOT RUN OUT!



$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0769-6 • No. 100769
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July

PLANT LOVE CALENDAR 

A partment Therapy declares, “Plants have exploded in 

popularity,” and Cosmopolitan states, “Millennials are eager to 

ID themselves as plant people—the kind who live in an abundance  

of verdant, thriving foliage.” Just look at the millions of plant-themed 

hashtags on Instagram and Pinterest! Here’s the calendar for the 

plant-obsessed—for those who experience plant care as an extension 

of self-care, as well as environmentalism—featuring 12 months of 

hip, spacious interiors decorated with organically gorgeous 

botanicals. Wall-climbing pothos vines and bright orchids add 

earthiness to a modern white living room; spiky succulents adorn an 

antique bureau; and majestic snake plants surround a bathtub, making 

it look like a tropical spa getaway. Plus, tiny air plants, verdant 

monsteras, and towering fiddle-leaf fig trees. The perfect gift for 

those living in (or dreaming of) a jungalow.

•The super-hip lifestyle calendar that will instantly 
brighten your space—no nurturing required and 
impossible to kill

•Beautiful, modern photographs of indoor plants as the 
ultimate home accessory

•For plant-obsessed millennials and design nerds
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Plants are the ultimate 
home accessory

“PLANTS ARE FASHION.” 
—designer Olivia Rose (alias Bodega Rose)
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$7.99 US/$10.99 Can./£4.99 UK
Illustrations throughout; 28 pages; 7" × 7"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0802-0 • No. 100802
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: May
Book ISBN: 978-1-5235-0537-1

CRAZY PLANT LADY MINI CALENDAR
Isabel Serna

They’re the trend that just keeps 

growing. Plants—according to 

Nylon.com, the New York Times, and 

Domino—are a millennial obsession, 

and plant-themed hashtags garner more 

than 2 million tags on Instagram 

combined. Perfect for plant fanatics, this 

illustrated calendar celebrates the joy of 

the plant lady lifestyle. There are 

humorous quotes: Every day is a good 

day to go plant shopping. Relatable 

home scenes: a very crowded tub on 

watering day. Sweet puns: Aloe you vera 

much. All featuring art that is as vibrant 

and colorful as the plants themselves. 

Inspired by the Crazy Plant Lady book, 

this mini calendar makes a thoughtful 

gift and a great add-on to a potted plant 

or a ceramic planter. 

•Hashtags #crazyplantlady, 
#iloveplant, and #plantlife 
have more than 2 million tags 
combined on Instagram

•Inspired by the book, with  
full-color illustrations 
throughout 

CRAZY CAT LADY MINI CALENDAR
Agnes Loonstra and Ester Scholten

Once a dowdy figure, today’s Crazy 

Cat Lady is a hip-at-any-age 

woman who declares her passion with 

pride, humor, and—like her cats—an 

irresistible dose of sass. Inspired by the 

Crazy Cat Lady book, with clever text 

by Ester Scholten and utterly charming 

artwork by illustrator Agnes Loonstra, 

Crazy Cat Lady mini calendar is a 

yearlong celebration of the quirky, 

relatable habits of devoted feline fans, 

with mottos for the perpetually fur-

covered: Cat hair, don’t care. 

Illustrations with charming captions, 

including a pile of snuggling kitties 

that’s “#instanthappiness.” Uplifting 

encouragements: Stay pawsitive. This 

sweet, small calendar—perfect for a 

fridge or a cubicle—has the fresh 

outlook on cat fanaticism the modern  

feline lover has been waiting for. 

•Cat ladies are legion—
#crazycatlady and #catlady 
have more than 9 million tags 
combined on Instagram

•Inspired by the book, with quirky 
artwork married to sassy text

•A sweet impulse gift for the  
hip-at-any-age cat lover

$7.99 US/$10.99 Can./£4.99 UK
Illustrations throughout; 28 pages; 7" × 7"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0803-7 • No. 100803
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: May
Book ISBN: 978-1-5235-0557-9

Crazy Plant Lady book Crazy Cat Lady book



$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color illustrations on uncoated stock; 
12 illustrated postcards; 12" × 24" poster; 
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0668-2 • No. 100668
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0471-8

THE FUTURE IS FEMALE 
CALENDAR

F emale empowerment is at the forefront of our national 

conversation—and it’s about time. After a stellar 

sellout debut, The Future Is Female is a call to action 

that will elevate any activist’s wall, celebrating the 

different voices and faces of the resistance with hip, 

vibrant art alongside words of courage and inspiration 

from icons including Janelle Monáe (You must always 

remember to choose freedom over fear.) and Margaret Cho 

(The power of visibility can never be underestimated.).

•Returning after a sellout debut

•Empowering quotes from feminist  
icons paired with bold illustrations 

•Includes 12 postcards and  
a colorful poster

•A portion of the calendar’s proceeds  
will be donated to Girls Write Now 
(girlswritenow.org)
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Hip, vibrant art 
paired with words 
of courage and 
inspiration

Includes a poster 
and 12 illustrated 
postcards to 
spread the word
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ATLAS OBSCURA is a registered trademark of Atlas Obscura Inc. 
POP CHART LAB is a registered trademark of Pop Chart Lab, Inc.

$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color illustrations on uncoated stock; 
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0726-9 • No. 100726
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0482-4

$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color illustrations on uncoated stock;  
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0706-1 • No. 100706
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0335-3

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-6908-6

Journal ISBN: 978-1-5235-0173-1

BIRDS OF THE 
WORLD
Pop Chart Lab®

Here’s a unique approach to avian 

obsession from Pop Chart Lab, the 

cutting-edge graphic design team whose 

gorgeous prints elevate the infographic 

to a work of art. In twelve crisp, colorful 

illustrated taxonomies, Birds of the 

World spotlights a new species each 

month, from Neotropical Flamingos to 

Australasian Peltops, while capturing 

each individual bird’s distinct spirit.  

See the astounding color and  

plumage varieties among African 

Musophagiformes, including the White-

bellied Go-away-bird and the Great Blue Turaco. Or the range in size 

of the Southeast Asian Birds of Paradise, from the tiny King Bird-of-

Paradise to the Black Sicklebill (reaching up to 3.6 feet in length).

•Returning after a successful debut year

•From the cutting-edge graphic design team  
Pop Chart Lab

•Combines nerdily encyclopedic knowledge with  
richly detailed infographics and printed on heavy, 
uncoated stock

•A must-have calendar for amateur and  
eagle-eyed bird-watchers alike

ATLAS OBSCURA® 
WALL CALENDAR
Atlas Obscura
Illustrated by Sam Chivers

Between its bestselling books and 

5-million-visitors-a-month website, Atlas Obscura is the brand 

synonymous with adventure. Experience a year of wonder in twelve 

travel posters featuring bizarre-but-real locations and surprising 

natural phenomena from around the globe. One month you’re crossing 

an enormous root bridge in Cherrapunjee, India, another you’re at the 

Mars Desert Research Station in Hanksville, Utah, where scientists 

don full space suits and explore the simulated Martian environment. 

Bursting with surprising facts and discoveries, and brought to life 

through illustrations from Sam Chivers, it’s a year of possibility to 

feed the insatiable curiosity of any global citizen.

•From the intrepid team behind the  
#1 New York Times bestseller

•atlasobscura.com has over 5 million  
site visitors a month

•The world’s most weird-but-true locations,  
chosen by Atlas Obscura and captured 
in 12 brilliant travel posters

•A great gift for the explorer

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Atlas Obscura  
Color Page-A-Day® Calendar (see page 16)



$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0799-3 • No. 100799
Full-color illustrations on uncoated stock; 
drop-down storage pocket; full-color stickers; 
12" × 24" poster; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
Ships: May

MAGICAL ACTIVITY CALENDAR
Eunice Moyle and Sabrina Moyle

Combining entertainment and fantasy, the debut 

Magical Activity Calendar is a year of 

enchanting fun from Eunice and Sabrina Moyle, the 

team behind the beloved Hello!Lucky greeting cards. 

Printed on heavy, uncoated stock in five colors—

including eye-popping neon orange—every month is 

packed with playful prompts (draw yourself dancing to 

your own magical beat), celebrations (dragon 

appreciation day), games, and jokes. It’s as fun for kids as 

it is for teens who are craving a little magic, with 

illustrations of colorful unicorns, dragons, and llamas 

throughout—plus 300 stickers, a 12" × 24" poster, and a 

drop-down storage pocket. 

•From the team behind the beloved 
Hello!Lucky greeting cards

•Pure interactive fun—12 activity-packed 
scenes featuring llamas, unicorns, narwhals, 
and mermaids to decorate with stickers

•Includes 300 stickers, drop-down pocket,  
and 12" × 24" poster perfect for bedroom  
wall or cubicle

•Five-color printing (including neon orange!)  
on uncoated stock

•Equally appealing to kids and tweens— 
or anyone feeling a little magical
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Store 
stickers in 
drop-down 
pocket

300 stickers 
to decorate 
and mark 
important 
dates

Bonus 
12" × 24" 
poster

Neon orange details throughout!
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$15.99 US/$24.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout on 
uncoated stock; drop-down storage 
pocket; full-color stickers; magnetic 
rewards chart; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0643-9 • No. 100643
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0371-1

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-8718-9

THE KID’S AWESOME 
ACTIVITY CALENDAR
Mike Lowery

The sellout calendar so beloved it 

inspired a book! The creativity-

boosting joy of Mike Lowery’s Kid’s 

Awesome Activity Calendar keeps 

kids entertained all year long. Every 

month is packed with quirky prompts, 

games, and crafts. Design a time travel 

machine. Discover the pirate treasure at 

the end of a twisty maze. Decorate the 

ice cream cone of your dreams. Plus, 

mark events with the 300+ included 

stickers, keep track of rewards points on 

the magnetic chart, and hold supplies in 

the handy drop-down storage pocket. It’s 

the perfect back-to-school calendar—get 

the whole family in on the fun!

•Sixth successful season

•12 seasonally themed scenes to  
draw and decorate with stickers

•Includes 300 stickers, magnetic  
rewards chart, and drop-down pocket

•For ages 8+

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color illustrations on uncoated stock; 
12 illustrated kindness cards; 36 pages; 
12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0702-3 • No. 100702
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0338-4

WONDER CALENDAR
R. J. Palacio

Kindness is like snow.  
It beautifies everything it covers. 

—Kahlil Gibran

A  staple for homes and classrooms  

 alike, the 17-month Wonder 

calendar is a celebration of kindness for 

all ages. Capturing the warmth and spirit 

of the iconic #1 bestselling book, each 

month pairs a vibrant, original 

illustration with an inspiring quote and 

themed activity. During Encouragement 

Month, support a friend who’s working 

toward a challenging goal; during 

Character Month, do a good deed and 

keep it a secret. This 17-month calendar 

is full of welcome reminders of how 

easy it is to choose—and spread—kindness to all.

•A calendar for classrooms and  
homes, inspired by the iconic  
#1 New York Times bestseller

•Full 17-month school year 
calendar begins August 2019

•#choosekind
Includes 12 Kindness 
Cards to trade and collect



$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0693-4 • No. 100693
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0466-4

Medicinal Herbs ISBN: 978-1-61212-005-8

ROSEMARY GLADSTAR’S HERBS 
CALENDAR 
Photographs by Matthew Benson

Harness the power of nature and achieve a year of wellness 

with renowned herbalist Rosemary Gladstar as your guide. 

Introducing a different herb each month, illustrated by gorgeous 

full-color photographs: a basket of blooming yarrow, dried 

bundles of feverfew, and arrangements of kitchen herbs, fresh 

from the garden. Paired with recipes for tinctures, salves, and 

tonics, Gladstar demonstrates the practical magic of herbs.

•A sellout in 2019

•Written by renowned herbalist Rosemary Gladstar 
and with exquisite photography by Matthew 
Benson

•Every month, light-filled images of just-picked 
herbs paired with detailed text and recipes for 
teas, tonics, remedies, and more

•A calendar packed with expertise and pleasure for 
gardeners and anyone passionate about wellness
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Substantive text 
accompanies the 
vibrant photographs
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$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0669-9 • No. 100669
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0264-6

SECRET GARDEN CALENDAR

In a garden, I never feel lonely. 
—Penelope Hobhouse

Open yourself up to the allure of a lush world tucked away from 

view, and the pleasure of taking a peek. Every month, find a 

place of respite in twelve sanctuaries that engulf all who enter in 

serenity and rejuvenation. Open the gate and you’ll see a trickling 

stream flanked by colorful wildflowers. Follow the sunshine and see 

layers of greenery and ivy. A 

bench beckons from beneath 

robustly blossoming branches, 

inviting you to sit back and 

daydream for a moment longer. 

Accompanying the photographs 

are sidebars with garden quotes 

and appreciations. To sit in the 

shade on a fine day and look 

upon verdure is the most perfect 

refreshment.—Jane Austen

•#4 wall calendar, with  
1.1 million copies sold 

•A rare glimpse of 12 
serene retreats hidden 
from the everyday

•Includes gardening tips, 
quotes, and appreciations

$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0590-6 • No. 100590
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0330-8

OUT ON THE PORCH CALENDAR

White wicker. Sweeping views. Frosty lemonade. The guilt-free 

feeling of being away for a long weekend. That’s life out on 

the porch—a place to breathe fresh air on crisp mornings and starlit 

summer evenings. A place to meditate on the peaceful pleasures of 

life. Back for its 27th transporting year, with 1.5 million copies sold, 

Out on the Porch features 12 inviting porches and vistas. Stately 

southern verandas shadowed by blossoming trees. Sun-dappled 

woodland porches. Each 

gorgeous, full-color photograph 

is accompanied by a porch-

themed quote from literature.

•Long-lived and 
successful—over 1.5 
million copies sold

•Celebrates the pleasures 
of porch life with 12 
months of tranquility and 
fabulous views 

•Photographs 
accompanied by a  
porch-themed quote  
from literature



$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color illustrations; 28 pages;  
12" × 14"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0558-6 • No. 100558
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Book ISBN: 978-1-57965-721-5

GARDEN OF DREAMS 
CALENDAR
Nathalie Lété

Drawing inspiration from folk art, vintage toys, and 

books on nature, animals, and textiles, Parisian artist 

Nathalie Lété’s work is striking and whimsical, sometimes 

mysterious, always charming. Lété’s work is so distinctive 

and widely appealing that she has become a global brand, 

garnering a cultlike following for her unique pop- and 

folk-art aesthetic. Her pieces have graced everything from 

dishes to postcards to clothing—from Anthropologie, 

Chronicle, and Issey Miyake—and now it’s on bold display 

in a calendar of her best illustrations that are like a magical 

trip down the rabbit hole. In 12 iconic, poster-style images, 

adapted from Artisan’s In the Garden of My Dreams, here 

are a girl reading among blossoming flowers, a valley of tall 

mushrooms to get lost in, an idyllic winter scene of 

bluebirds resting on snow-covered branches, a smartly 

dressed hare in a dress. The vibrancy of color and the texture 

of Lété’s brushstroke are irrepressibly rich, adding elegance 

to any wall. 

•The elegant, dreamlike 
designs of Nathalie Lété, 
adapted from the splendid 
book

•Lété’s iconic work appears 
on product collaborations 
with Anthropologie and 
Chronicle, among many 
others

•Stunningly designed,  
it’s a wall calendar as 
object of desire for Lété’s 
legions of fans
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Artisan’s lush book
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$19.99 US/$25.99 Can./£16.99 UK
Full-color illustrations on uncoated stock;  
ribbon bookmark; 128 pages; 6¼" × 9¼"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0559-3 • No. 100559
Hardcover; gift box
Ships: July

GARDEN OF DREAMS WEEKLY DIARY
Nathalie Lété

Nathalie Lété’s paintings invite us to look again and again, to 

search for new details, to spot surprising pockets of beauty and 

humor. Here in Garden of Dreams Weekly Diary, Lété has curated 

52 of her best-loved works into an exquisitely designed and produced 

bound weekly engagement diary, with interstitial collage spreads, 

elegant endpapers, and vibrantly colorful art every week. From 

paintings of mysterious castles, vintage dolls, and regal owls, to 

playful monkeys dangling from cherry tree branches, the mesmerizing 

creatures and motifs that populate each image transport us to a rich 

dreamscape. As practical as it is sophisticated, this diary also includes 

ample room for writing in appointments, lists, and notes. 

•This year’s it gift diary—52 
gorgeous weeks of discovery, 
created by Nathalie Lété

•Beautifully designed: elegant 
endpapers, full-spread collage 
pages, wraparound jacket, 
ribbon bookmark, gift-boxed

•Practical and pleasurable, 
with ample room for writing in 
appointments and notes

$7.99 US/$10.99 Can./£4.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout;  
28 pages; 7" × 7"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0685-9 • No. 100685
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0491-6

Book ISBN: 978-1-5235-0117-5

Packaged in a handsome 
full-color gift box

Ribbon bookmark

Lots of space 
for the busiest 
of days

Hope. Praise. 
Joy. Amen.

WE ARE SO BLESSED 
MINI CALENDAR

A yearlong celebration of God’s grace 

and the goodwill He lends our lives, 

We Are So Blessed Mini Calendar delivers 

12 inspiring messages with a vibrant visual 

impact. Brightly colored hand-lettering 

encourages you to Do small things with 

great love. The serenity of a sunset 

illustrates a profound wish: The Lord bless 

you and keep you. And an inviting cottage 

door exemplifies a comforting sentiment: 

Prayer is a door into the hospitality of 

God’s home. A thoughtful gift for 

church members and family, inspired 

by the beautiful book.

•Every month, psalms, 
prayers, and Bible verses 
matched with vibrant 
graphics and hand-lettering

•A gift of comfort and wisdom
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$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0605-7 • No. 100605
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0325-4

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-5041-1

NUNS HAVING FUN CALENDAR
Maureen Kelly and Jeffrey Stone

Hallelujah! The nuns are back, laughing, going on jaunts, having a 

rollicking good time, and their joy is contagious. Twelve months 

of vintage-style images—of nuns skating, sledding, baking, knitting, 

kite-flying, splashing their feet in a fountain—call to mind the 

pleasures of pure, innocent fun. From the coauthors of the New York 

Times bestselling Growing Up Catholic, with clever, punny captions 

throughout, it’s a celebration of 

the sunny sides of life in and out 

of convent living.

•The habit-forming 
bestseller with 895,000 
copies sold

•A jubilation of the lighter 
side of convent life, 
with witty captions by 
the coauthors of the 
bestselling Growing Up 
Catholic

$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0589-0 • No. 100589
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0429-9

NICE JEWISH GUYS CALENDAR 
Adam Cohen

An instant cult favorite, this cheeky pinup calendar of highly 

eligible Jewish bachelors is like a year of JSwipe’s greatest hits. 

Here they are, 12 super-nice, super-handsome mensches: Meet 

Matthew, who describes himself as “50% nerd and 50% athlete” (we 

say he’s 100% nice guy). Brandon, who enjoys cliff jumping and 

finds time to go to temple. Dan, the Jonah Hill lookalike who just 

wants to make his grandma 

smile. Single and nice enough to 

meet your mom—what else 

could you ask for? (Besides their 

IG names.)

•Back after an impressive 
debut

•A pinup calendar of nice 
guys who happen to be 
Jewish

•Includes quirky 
photographs and bios 
full of fun facts

•Hot mensch alert! What’s 
not to like?!

More 
irresistible 
humor
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BAD CAT is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0612-5 • No. 100612
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0328-5

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-3619-4

$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0679-8 • No. 100679
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0442-8

TEDDY BEAR CALENDAR

A fter a strong showing in 2019, America’s cuddliest cover models 

are back, spreading happiness to devoted bear lovers of all ages. 

Here are twelve charming, richly detailed tableaux that capture the 

comfort and love of home through a family of cuddly teddies. In one 

diorama, the cubs get to go camping. In another, friends visit a 

museum (featuring a bear-themed Magritte painting). The whole bear 

clan takes a cruise in the summer, and at Christmas, attired in festive 

sweaters, they’re wrapping 

presents (fish-themed, of 

course). They’re an instantly 

enchanting cast whose sweetly 

rumpled fur attests to endless 

hugs and snuggles.

•Even better than you 
remembered it—over  
4.4 million copies sold  
in previous editions

•Starring the famously 
handsome 100% Loyal 
and True Bialosky as 
cover bear

•Delivers year-round 
cuddles for teddy bear 
fans of all ages

BAD CAT® CALENDAR

Cats are among the most popular 

pets in the world—that doesn’t 

mean they’re the best behaved. Adapted 

from the mercilessly funny #1 New York 

Times bestseller, this calendar 

introduces the naughty, antisocial, and 

off-kilter kitties that slink around 

behind their owners’ backs, causing 

capital-T Trouble. Sneering cats, 

swearing cats, cats caught in 

unflattering holiday costumes, cats 

biting the hands that feed them, and 

blue-eyed little kittens who are mischief 

incarnate. Plus Bad Cat Early Warning Signs, Bad Cats in Show 

Business, and Bad Cat Beauty Secrets (Cat retains youthful glow 

with steady regimen of dirty martinis). Me-owza!

•More than a title—a brand, 
now 14 years strong

•Bad Cat book and calendars 
together have 3.7 million 
copies in print

•Bad Cat contest:  
pageaday.com/contests

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Bad Cat  
Page-A-Day® Calendar (see page 20)



TROUT OF NORTH AMERICA 
CALENDAR
Illustrated by Joseph R. Tomelleri

Amazing illustrations…[The] fish shimmer on the pages. 
—Publishers Weekly

Celebrate the mighty trout and its many forms with twelve months 

of extraordinarily lifelike portraits by nature artist Joseph R. 

Tomelleri. Every month, there’s a brief natural history of a given 

species—from shimmering Yellowstone cutthroat to sunset-hued 

California golden trout—as well as a detailed color range map and 

hatch charts of flies. Packaged in a handsome die-cut gift sleeve, it’s 

an ideal gift for an angler, outdoorsman, or anyone with a curiosity 

about North American nature or a passion for the environment. 

•18 years of success

•A calendar whose 
artistry, information, 
and unique format 
celebrate the 
experience that trout 
anglers treasure

•A handsome gift for  
fishing enthusiasts
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$15.99 US/$22.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout;  
28 pages; 14" × 8"; cardboard mailer with a 
die-cut in the shape of a trout on the front cover
ISBN 978-1-5235-0710-8 • No. 100710
Gift-boxed
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0347-6

HISTORIC 
WARBIRDS 
CALENDAR
Osprey Publishing

R aging motors, gliding 

wings, thrilling battles. 

Historic Warbirds explores  

12 momentous aircraft from  

the critical years of 1939 to 

1945 in ingeniously designed 

cutaway views. There’s the 

Messerschmitt BF 109, 

undoubtedly Germany’s most 

infamous fighter during World 

War II, the F6F Hellcat, which 

destroyed more enemies than any 

other Allied naval aircraft, and 

the A6M Zero, a legendary dogfighter early in the war for Japan. 

Detailed panels explore the mechanics of each craft while also 

providing historical context and specs. From the military experts at 

Osprey Publishing and illustrated in breathtaking detail, these planes 

soar into every aviation, gaming, and military buff’s heart. 

•From Osprey, the leader in military publishing

•An ingeniously designed calendar featuring the most 
impressive warbirds of the twentieth century 

•With cutaway illustrations, exploded views, diagrams, 
and specs, including historical context and significant 
battles 

•For aviation and military history buffs

$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout;  
28 pages; 15" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0665-1 • No. 100665
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0402-2

Packaged in a full-color 
gift sleeve

Includes specs, historical 
context, and significant battles



GUITARS CALENDAR
David Schiller

A year of passion, obsession, and 

pure pleasure for the guitar 

lover. Every month spotlights a rare 

guitar with a full-color photograph 

that’s beautifully showcased by the 

calendar’s custom 12" x 14" format—

and oh, how they shine. There’s the 

Gibson Everly Brothers, created with 

the rock ’n’ roll duo who gave the 

world “Wake Up, Little Susie” and 

“Bye Bye Love,” and heavy-metal 

favorite Rich Mockingbird. In-depth 

text brings each instrument to life, 

exploring their players, their stunning 

craftsmanship, and most thrilling 

landmark moments.

•An obsession of guitars in 
full color, plus builders, 
players, myths, and 
legends

•Adaped from the lively 
book Guitars

•Cover features a BC Rich 
Mockingbird Standard, 
1979
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BORIS VALLEJO & JULIE BELL’S 
FANTASY CALENDAR

A dazzling spectacle to behold. Victorious, sword-wielding warrior 

goddesses. Fearless nymphs confronting a dragon’s dark forces. 

And an ethereal pair: a fairy and a mermaid ascending over a 

rippling, dawn-lit waterfall. Rendered in breathtaking detail by 

husband-and-wife team Boris Vallejo (America’s premier fantasy 

artist) and Julie Bell (international award–winning fantasy and 

wildlife artist), each original 

painting transports viewers to a 

thrilling alternate world full of 

mind-bending beauty, fantasy, 

and magic. Featuring 13 all-new 

paintings, with a stunning bonus 

centerfold.

•Strong repeat customer 
base—2.7 million  
copies sold

•From Boris Vallejo, 
America’s premier 
fantasy artist, and  
Julie Bell, international 
award–winning fantasy 
and wildlife artist

•Thirteen original 
paintings, plus a bonus 
centerfold poster

$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0606-4 • No. 100606
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0326-1

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-3800-6

$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout; full-color 
poster; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0638-5 • No. 100638
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0316-2
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$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout; 4 die-cut 
postcards; desktop easel calendar; 28 pages; 
12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0639-2 • No. 100639
Full-color gift envelope
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0263-9

$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0682-8 • No. 100682
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0315-5

THE COLLECTIBLE 
TEAPOT & TEA 
CALENDAR

Teatime conjures an array of 

civilized pleasures: finger 

sandwiches and pastries. Plush seats for 

settling into over good conversation. 

Aromatic, steaming tea. And, of course, 

delicate and glorious sets of china. A 

perennial bestseller, The Collectible 

Teapot & Tea Calendar is a year of 

charm and ritual, spotlighting rare and 

cherished pots in evocative settings. A 

frosty pink Royal Worcester set with 

enamel trim makes Valentine’s Day 

especially festive, while a Gold Swirl James Sadler & Sons is 

perfectly suited for Christmastime. And a Wedgwood Jasperware 

evokes antiquity with cameolike white bas-relief depicting Greek 

myths. Culled from private collections and archives, each month’s set 

is accompanied by tea-themed facts and quotes.

•The calendar that celebrates the most delightful 
interlude of the day

•For 2020, a combination of new photographs and the 
best from the calendar’s archives

•A dozen rare teapots photographed in sumptuous 
teatime settings

•Text includes recipes and delectable bits  
of tea history and lore

CYNTHIA HART’S 
VICTORIANA 
CALENDAR

Cynthia Hart’s Victoriana 

enchants with luxuriance and 

sweet nostalgia, evoking thoughts of 

home, family, love, holiday, tradition, 

and a fundamental sense of comfort. 

Bringing together antique paper, 

ephemera, threads of lace and brocade, 

and flowers at the peak of blossom, 

Hart’s intricate collages make every 

month radiate with elegance and 

heartfelt sentiment: hearts and lush roses for February, cheery 

wildflowers in summer, rich velvet and angels for Christmas. With 

4.5 million copies sold, this calendar is a classic, and comes packaged 

in a gift envelope with four die-cut postcards and a freestanding full-

year desktop calendar.

•Beautiful and beloved, 
with 4.5 million copies 
sold

•Bonus gift collection 
includes 4 die-cut 
postcards and a desktop 
calendar

•Packaged in a full-color  
gift envelope

Bonus gift collection
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UNLIKELY FRIENDSHIPS is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$7.99 US/$10.99 Can./£4.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 7" × 7"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0697-2 • No. 100697
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0372-8

UNLIKELY FRIENDSHIPS®  
MINI CALENDAR
Jennifer S. Holland

W ith all the charm of the 

bestselling Unlikely 

Friendships® books and wall 

calendar, in a handy, fit-anywhere 

format, this small yet poignant 

mini calendar showcases a dozen 

sweet and surprising animal 

friendships in full color with 

charming text that tells the story of 

how each pair met. Olivia the owl 

and Rusty the fox, who both 

survived attacks by predatory 

birds, find joy and comfort in 

cuddling one another. Jess the 

springer spaniel loves to carry 

her baby chick “brood” around 

in a basket. It’s a big dose of 

cuteness for a small space.

•Adorable BFFs—
12 photos and 
accompanying stories 
about the featured 
friends

•Compact 7" × 7" format 
is perfect for locker or 
cubicle

$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0650-7 • No. 100650
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0369-8

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-5913-1

UNLIKELY 
FRIENDSHIPS® 
CALENDAR
Jennifer S. Holland

Based on Jennifer S. Holland’s New 

York Times bestseller, Unlikely 

Friendships wall calendar celebrates 

extraordinary real-life animal friendships 

that will surprise and delight. Each 

month showcases—in full-color 

photographs—the unexpected love of 

two creatures of different species, paired 

with the true, heart-tugging story of how 

they met: Helen the blind buffalo and her 

chatty pig bodyguard, Uma, who welcome newbies to their sanctuary 

home. Or Humpty the baby hippo and her BFF Sala the Kudu 

antelope, orphans who bonded in their Kenyan wildlife rescue. Those 

who love animals—or even just cute animal memes—will be smitten 

instantly.

•Over 2.3 million  
Unlikely Friendships books  
and calendars in print 

•Celebrates the surprising 
emotional bonds that exist 
between animals of different 
species
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$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout on 
uncoated stock; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0683-5 • No. 100683
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0343-8

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-8566-6

PAINT BY STICKER is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

$18.99 US/$24.99 Can./£16.99 UK
Full color throughout; 28 pages plus  
24 sticker sheets; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0699-6 • No. 100699
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0377-3

Book ISBN: 978-1-5235-0448-0

PAINT BY STICKER® 
CATS CALENDAR

A n engrossing activity for cat lovers 

and crafters of all ages, the Paint 

by Sticker Cats calendar contains 12 

months of irresistible feline images for 

you to bring to life, sticker by sticker, 

piece by piece. Each original cat image 

is photographed in glorious full 

color—a playful ginger kitten hanging 

on a clothesline, two cats curled up 

together—then rendered with a dazzling 

three-dimensional effect. As in paint by number, images are divided 

into numbered spaces. Simply find the corresponding sticker, peel  

it, and place it, and then on to the next, and the next. Then, behold,  

12 beautiful and adorable portraits of felines in all their elegance, 

sass, and beauty. 

•Based on the book Paint  
by Sticker Cats

•Includes 24 full-color sticker 
sheets and 12 gorgeous 
images to fill in

•For crafters and cat lovers, 
the activity calendar that 
delivers hands-on fun

#paintbysticker

THE ILLUSTRATED 
BIBLE VERSES 
CALENDAR
Illustrated by Becca Cahan

Revel in a year of humble devotion 

and steadfast guidance. 

Illustrated Bible Verses is a 

celebration of God’s eternal Word, 

here made even more beautiful 

through complementary art, design, 

and hand-lettering. A bold banner 

renews the power of Psalm 46:10: Be 

still and know that I am God. 

Twinkling stars illuminate Isaiah 7:14: 

Behold, a Virgin shall conceive and 

bear a son, and shall call his name 

Emmanuel. And calligraphic script 

depicts I Samuel 16:7: God sees not as man sees, for man looks at 

outward appearance, but the Lord looks at the heart.

•Delightfully fresh—every  
month a hand-lettered Bible  
verse illustrated by 
Becca Cahan

•The calendar that 
will inspire you while 
keeping you on track

A book of 
comfort and 
wisdom
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$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0594-4 • No. 100594
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0284-4

$7.99 US/$10.99 Can./£4.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 7" × 7"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0595-1 • No. 100595
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0285-1

POCKET PIGS MINI 
CALENDAR
Photographs by Richard Austin

The chubby, charming, and oh-so-

darling teacup pigs of Pennywell 

Farm are back for another joyful 

year! These palm-size piggies are 

naturals in front of the camera. 

They’re always ready for their close-

ups, whether painting a piggy portrait 

or nuzzling the ear of a beloved best 

friend. Accompanied by 

charming captions, and in a 

fittingly mini format, these 

tiny creatures are an instant 

pick-me-up for a cubicle, 

locker, or fridge.

•A pint-size celebration 
of the roly-poly teacup 
piggies of Pennywell 
Farm

•Very little, but way big 
on charm

POCKET PIGS CALENDAR
Photographs by Richard Austin

Roly-poly piggies. Teeny-weeny snouts. Tickle-able baby bellies. 

The pocket-size pigs of England’s bucolic Pennywell Farm are 

as sweet, playful, and photogenic as ever, and back for another year 

of fun. One month they’re camping out in a tiny purple tent. Another 

they’re spinning records on a 

miniature hi-fi or embarking on 

a kayaking adventure. Each 

awww-inspiring image is 

accompanied by a caption that 

highlights its subjects’ spirit and 

charisma. They’re irresistible!

•The world’s most 
adorable pigs doing 
adorable things

•Images accompanied by 
captions that add to the 
whimsical spirit of the 
pictures

•pennywellfarm.co.uk



$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color photographs and illustrations 
throughout on uncoated stock;  
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0703-0 • No. 100703
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0490-9

Book ISBN: 978-1-56305-467-9

ZEN CALENDAR
David Schiller

A visual ode to the ever-elusive beauty of Zen. 

Printed on uncoated stock resembling calligraphic 

scrolls, every month features a full-color photograph or 

black-and-white ink drawing that captures the quiet 

reflection that nature’s beauty inspires. They’re paired 

with koans, parables, sutras, and inspiring quotes—the 

sage, the surprising, the paradoxical—that will suffuse 

your worldview with a new, intriguing perspective: In 

this very breath that we take now lies the secret that all 

great teachers try to tell us. —Peter Matthiessen

•A visually inspired celebration of Zen, from  
the author of the 1.1-million-copy-selling  
Zen Page-A-Day® Calendar

•Words of wisdom paired with luminous 
nature photographs and exquisite ink 
drawings

•Printed on heavy, uncoated stock 

FOR YOUR REFERENCE:  
Zen Page-A-Day® Calendar  
(see page 28)
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PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

Printed on uncoated stock that 
recalls calligraphic scrolls

Radiant nature photographs 
and ink drawings throughout
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$15.99 US/$22.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
128 pages; 6¼" × 9¼"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0617-0 • No. 100617
Wire-O bound/shrink-wrapped
FSC-certified paper
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0362-9

NATIONAL 
AUDUBON 
SOCIETY

W
ith nearly 500 local chapters 

nationwide and over half a 

million members, the National 

Audubon Society has been an 

educator and advocate for wildlife and habitat 

preservation for over a century. Combining 

captivating, richly detailed nature photography 

and text written with unmatched expertise, each 

Audubon calendar reflects the organization’s 

mission and passion on every page. The series 

cornerstone, the 2.1-million-selling engagement 

calendar, is complemented by 3 titles that will 

appeal to America’s 51 million birders: Birds in 

the Garden, plus the 

endearing mini 

calendars Sweet 

Songbirds and the 

sellout Little Owls. 

Each one is printed on 

FSC-certified paper and 

your calendar purchase 

supports the National 

Audubon Society 

mission and vital 

conservation work.

AUDUBON ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR

The cornerstone of the National Audubon Society calendar 

program with 2.1 million copies sold. Every week, enjoy a 

welcome reminder to celebrate the earth’s natural beauty with a 

spectacular portrait of flora and fauna from around the world. Among 

the 52 lush landscapes: a dense curtain of moss clinging to flowering 

dogwood trees; radiant flowers bursting through the forest floor; a 

gliding albatross’s enormous 

wingspan. With informative captions 

and spacious weekly grids, this 

calendar is the perfect organizer for 

nature lovers.

• The #1 Audubon calendar, 
with 2.1 million copies sold

• Outstanding nature 
photography, informative 
captions, and spacious grids 
for appointments and notes

• Printed on FSC-certified 
paper

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: 
Audubon Nature Gallery 
Page-A-Day® Calendar 
(see page 9)
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$14.99 US/$19.99 Can./£11.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0616-3 • No. 100616
FSC-certified paper
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0367-4

AUDUBON BIRDS IN THE 
GARDEN CALENDAR

F rom the National Audubon Society, the nation’s 

leading organization of avian experts, here’s a 

yearlong celebration of the creatures that alight in our 

backyards, enlivening them with jewel-like beauty and 

merry song. Every month features gorgeously 

photographed scenes and bird sightings: a ruby-tinged 

House Finch munching on spring buds, a golden European 

Siskin landing on velvety moss, and a Nuthatch balancing 

on a mushroom in the autumn afternoon light. With 

information on a variety of species, as well as tips on 

feeding birds in winter, planning a bird trip without a 

guide, and more. Printed on FSC-certified paper. 

•Combines two popular hobbies that belong 
together: gardening and birdwatching

•With tips on building bird-friendly habitats, 
predicting when birds will arrive, and more

•A perfect calendar for the whole family to share

•Printed on FSC-certified paper

Substantive 
information 
for the 
backyard 
birder

Images 
combine 
two beloved 
passions: 
gardening 
and birding
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$7.99 US/$10.99 Can./£4.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 7" × 7"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0686-6 • No. 100686
FSC-certified paper
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0492-3

$7.99 US/$10.99 Can./£4.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 7" × 7"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0649-1 • No. 100649
FSC-certified paper
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0489-3

AUDUBON SWEET 
SONGBIRDS MINI 
CALENDAR

Celebrate the chirpers and melody-

makers that brighten spring mornings 

with their sonorous calls, their eye-

catching plumage, their contagious cheer. 

Following a strong 2019 debut, 

Sweet Songbirds Mini Calendar is 

back: A Painted Bunting, known for 

its high-pitched musical notes, is a 

vision of primary colors perched on a 

berry-speckled branch. A sunset-hued 

Summer Tanager, whose call is 

thought to be even sweeter than a 

robin’s, lands on a sun-dappled pine 

tree. From the avian experts at the 

National Audubon Society, these 

gorgeous close-up sightings are 

accompanied by captions providing 

common and scientific names, as well 

as information on habitat, range, and 

voice. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

•A success in its first year, 
returning for a second season

•Celebrates backyard birds in gorgeous full color

•Cubicle-friendly mini calendar format

•Printed on FSC-certified paper

AUDUBON LITTLE OWLS 
MINI CALENDAR

A smash bestseller in its first year, Little 

Owls is back, presenting 12 months of 

sweet, small, hooting creatures that emanate 

charm and wisdom. Featuring full-color 

photographs throughout, here is a family of 

desert-dwelling Great Horned Owls peering 

out from behind a cactus, and, deep in a 

shady, coniferous forest, a little ball of fluff 

turns out to be a Eurasian Eagle-Owl upon 

closer inspection. Text from the 

experts at the National Audubon 

Society includes scientific names and 

information on voice, habitat, and 

range. The calendar’s compact format 

only enhances the owls’ cuteness—

making it an irresistible addition to a 

locker or cubicle, for all ages of owl 

fans. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

•A sellout in its debut year

•Wide-eyed little owls looking 
adorable, serious, and 
downright grumpy

•Captions provide common 
and Latin names, as well 
as information on voice, 
habitat, and range

•Printed on FSC-certified paper



FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Audubon Birds  
Page-A-Day® Calendar (see page 20)

AUDUBON SONGBIRDS AND 
OTHER BACKYARD BIRDS  
CALENDAR

Look! Cardinals, cheery and bright, soar overhead. 

Hummingbirds, their wings beating, sip sweet 

floral nectar. Plus blue jays and green jays, goldfinches, 

warblers, and—huddled in a nest—a family of Cedar 

Waxwings. From the avian authorities at the National 

Audubon Society, and with over 1.2 million copies 

sold, Songbirds and Other Backyard Birds 

celebrates the birds that can be found (and heard) in the 

meadows, woodlands, gardens, and backyards of North 

America. Every month features an in-depth profile of 

one species, and every day brings a gorgeous close-up 

photograph of a brilliant songbird, rich in detail and 

jewel-like color. 

•1.2 million copies sold—a calendar of terrific quality 
and strong sales

•51 million birders in the US alone

•With close-ups, spot photographs, 
and authoritative text

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0618-7 • No. 100618
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0364-3
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PICTURE-A-DAY, PAGE-A-DAY, and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.

PICTURE-A-
DAY® WALL 
CALENDARS

P
icture-A-Day calendars capture 

the sheer obsession and curiosity  

a single topic can 

inspire, from animals 

(Kittens, Puppies, and the 

1.2-million-selling Audubon 

Songbirds) to style (Shoes). 

This year, the beloved travel 

line—including the million-

copy-selling 1,000 Places, as 

well as Italy, France, and 

Ireland—is expanding to 

introduce a new expert voice: 

Rick Steves, with two debut 

calendars featuring captivating 

photographs of the continent 

and practical tips for exploring 

it. Through informative text 

and hundreds of thoughtfully 

curated full-color and black-and-white 

photographs, each title uplifts, illuminates, 

and educates all year long—while a clean, 

gorgeous cover redesign gives them a fresh, 

new appearance.



$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0600-2 • No. 100600
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July

RICK STEVES’® EUROPE 
CALENDAR

There’s no better guide to tour you around Europe’s 

diverse attractions—its culture, its cuisine, its 

historical sites—than Rick Steves. He’s written the 

book on traveling Europe (literally, selling more than 

1.5 million guides annually), and has over 670,000 

social media followers, plus legions of fans of his PBS 

series and radio programs. Now, every month, through 

expert text and hundreds of photographs, Steves 

introduces a different region of Europe and dives into 

its most fascinating, unexpected sites. Spend April in 

Spain and run with bulls in Pamplona, or pick up tips 

on where to nibble the best tapas after marveling at 

Madrid’s Prado Museum. In July, find yourself 

immersed in France’s rich culture and history—from 

Dordogne’s prehistoric caves to Normandy’s stirring 

D-Day beaches. With journeys throughout the Swiss 

and Austrian Alps, Scandinavia, Greece, Portugal, 

and more, it’s the perfect gift for travelers.

•A significant addition to an already  
rich list of travel titles

•Pairs authoritative text on the history  
and attractions of each region with 
gorgeous photographs

•Rick Steves’ guidebooks sell  
1.5 million copies each year

•Steves’ YouTube channel has  
96 million views and 465,000 subscribers

•A great gift for the traveler, and every Rick Steves fan

FOR YOUR 
REFERENCE: Rick 
Steves’® Europe  
Page-A-Day® 
Calendar  
(see page 15)
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Copyright © 2019, Rick Steves’ Europe, Inc. Rick Steves’ Europe logos, trademarks, and images are owned by Rick Steves and used with permission.  
Photos copyright © 2019, Dominic Arizona Bonuccelli.

Includes 
detail-rich 
text for each 
featured 
region

A gallery 
of scenic 
highlights



$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0662-0 • No. 100662
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0352-0

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-5686-4

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0670-5 • No. 100670
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0310-0

365 DAYS IN ITALY 
CALENDAR
Photographs by Steven Rothfeld
Text by Patricia Schultz

Celebrate the most returned-to 

destination in the world. In hundreds of 

stunning, full-color photographs, this 

beloved 1.3 million-copy-selling calendar 

puts Italy’s irresistible Mediterranean charm 

on full display, month after month. Who 

wouldn’t want to zip around on a Vespa 

through Rome or stroll through the storied 

streets of Florence? How about savoring fresh burrata, admiring the 

ornate piazza fountains, or enjoying a wine tasting in a Tuscan 

vineyard? Written by travel expert Patricia Schultz, author of the #1 

bestselling 1,000 Places to See Before You Die, 365 Days in Italy 

immerses Italophiles in the spirit of the country with evocative 

photographs and eloquent text. It’s la dolce vita, all year long. 

•Our #2 Picture-A-Day® travel calendar,  
with 1.3 million copies sold

•Hundreds of views of Italy, from the  
Mediterranean to the Alps

•Informative text by #1 New York Times  
bestselling author Patricia Schultz

1,000 PLACES TO SEE 
BEFORE YOU DIE® 
CALENDAR
Patricia Schultz

Stop dreaming and get going! From 

Patricia Schultz, author of the #1 

bestselling book of the same name, this 

million-copy-selling Picture-A-Day wall 

calendar is an itinerary-in-photos for people 

who love to travel. Each month features a 

new destination with gorgeous images of 

eye-catching sites, plus a map and a list of highlights. Stroll through 

Barcelona’s Park Güell one month, then marvel at the Northern 

Lights in Iceland and visit the Palace of the Winds in the Pink City of 

Jaipur in Rajasthan, India.

•The million-copy-selling Picture-A-Day® wall calendar, 
and the 3rd bestselling calendar overall

•From Patricia Schultz, author of the  
world’s bestselling travel book

•Each month a captivating photographic 
itinerary, with detailed text about the 
featured location

FOR YOUR REFERENCE:  
1,000 Places to See Before You Die®  
Page-A-Day® Calendar (see page 13)
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1,000 PLACES TO SEE BEFORE YOU DIE is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc. and Patricia Schultz



$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0672-9 • No. 100672
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0311-7

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0673-6 • No. 100673
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0312-4

365 DAYS IN IRELAND 
CALENDAR
Photographs by Chris Coe

Castle ruins. Majestic mountains  

dotted with fleecy sheep. The merry 

din of live fiddle playing and spirited 

conversation in pubs. Regions that sound 

as rhythmic as poetry: Louth, Tipperary, 

Clare. Capturing the verdant beauty and 

sense of enchantment that set the Emerald 

Isle apart, 365 Days in Ireland features 

hundreds of full-color photographs and insightful, informative  

text about its finest landmarks. Humorous Guinness signs and a 

perfectly poured creamy pint, a kiss for the Blarney Stone, a  

perch for reflection by the sea—and everywhere you look, miles 

upon miles of green.

•Strong repeat customer base for 20 years

•Hundreds of full-color photographs by  
Irishman Chris Coe

•For travelers—and anyone with Irish ancestry

365 DAYS IN FRANCE 
CALENDAR
Photographs by Steven Rothfeld
Text by Patricia Wells

A lluring and ever-charming, it’s only 

natural that France is the world’s #1 

tourist destination. Highlighting a different 

region every month, this is a yearlong 

celebration with hundreds of photographs of 

the land, the culture, and the undeniable 

romance of France. Experience rolling fields of Provençal lavender. 

Caramelized canelé in patisserie windows—the perfect treat to enjoy 

in the shade of Paris’s Jardin des Tuileries. Quaint cobblestone streets 

in Aveyron. Markets piled with colorful produce in sun-drenched 

Nice. Snow-capped mountains of the Alpes-de-Haute-Provence. 

Authoritative text by Patricia Wells and photographs by Steven 

Rothfeld capture that essential French je ne sais quoi.

•France is the world’s top tourist destination,  
with 84 million visitors every year

•Hundreds of specially commissioned  
photographs by Steven Rothfeld and  
text by James Beard Foundation  
Award winner Patricia Wells

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Paris Page-A-Day®  
Gallery Calendar (see page 12)
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PICTURE-A-DAY, PAGE-A-DAY, and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.



$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0676-7 • No. 100676
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0309-4

$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0692-7 • No. 100692
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0331-5

Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-0114-7

365 KITTENS-A-YEAR 
CALENDAR

Over 3 million copies later, there’s still 

simply no such thing as too many 

kittens. Featuring hundreds of plucky and 

distinguished little cats, 365 Kittens-A-

Year is a merry extravagance for the cat 

lover. Siamese playing peekaboo. A ginger 

tabby napping after a mischievous day. 

Whole litters snuggling in a basket. Plus, a 

sleek Abyssinian with a mesmerizing gaze 

and a little Russian Blue with her head tilted 

in a show of characteristic feline curiosity. 

Each is a bundle of sweetness (with a hint of 

sass thrown in for good measure). Includes 

health tips and other essential kitten-care 

information every month. 

•Another sellout year for the  
3.1-million-copy bestseller

•More cuddles and snuggles and  
cuteness for kitten lovers

•Includes a kitten contest for next year’s  
calendar (pageaday.com/contests)

365 DAYS OF SHOES 
CALENDAR

For shoe lovers (you know who you 

are), this beautiful, luxe, and chic-to-

boot calendar is an essential wall accessory. 

Inspired by Linda O’Keeffe’s international 

bestseller Shoes, it’s a yearlong ode to the 

elegant, the sexy, the minimalist, the over-

the-top shoes that spruce up any outfit (or 

tantalize from shop windows and internet 

tabs). Stuart Weitzman, Jerome C. 

Rousseau, Manolo Blahnik, vintage 

Luciano Volta—they’re all here. Bask in 

the glory of glamour!

•Featuring hundreds of shoes from 
top designers, plus vintage pieces

•Based on the international bestseller  
with 578,000 copies in print

•A très chic gift for footwear fanatics

Some of the photos in 365 Days of shoes 
also appear in the Shoes Page-A-Day® Gallery 
Calendar (see page 12)
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PICTURE-A-DAY, PAGE-A-DAY, and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.



$15.99 US/$21.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color photographs throughout;  
28 pages; 12" × 14"
ISBN 978-1-5235-0641-5 • No. 100641
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0272-1

365 PUPPIES-A-YEAR 
CALENDAR

They’re adorable, spirited, and as 

friendly as can be. With hundreds 

of photographs of lovable little dogs, 

365 Puppies-A-Year is instant joy and 

comfort for the dog lover, year after 

year, with over 2.8 million copies sold. 

One glance and all is well! Smiling 

Labs with that frisky “I want a treat!” 

expression. Sheepdogs that could pass 

for stuffed animals. Plus palm-size 

Chihuahuas, goofy Goldendoodles, 

and a baby Frenchie whose warm, 

soulful eyes could melt your heart. 

With training tips and other puppy-

care know-how.

•Over 2.8 million copies sold,  
and a sellout in 2019

•Filled with warm, heartfelt,  
melt-your-heart photographs  
of the animals we love

•Includes a puppy contest for next year’s  
calendar (pageaday.com/contests)

$16.99 US/$23.99 Can./£12.99 UK
Full-color illustrations throughout;  
24 miniature story books, 4 pages each; 
set in a board tray; 14" × 12"
ISBN 978-0-7611-5250-7 • No. 15250

THE STORY OF CHRISTMAS
Illustrated by Carolyn Croll, Retold by Mary Packard

Awonderfully illustrated retelling of the story of the birth  

of Jesus through the delightful tradition of an Advent  

calendar, with 24 miniature full-color story books—to  

be opened, one per day, from the first  

of December through Christmas Eve.

THE STORY OF CHRISTMAS 
6-copy counter display:  
$101.70 US/$143.70 Can.
ISBN: 978-0-7611-7065-5
No. 27065
Ships: July

It’s a book and a 
Christmas ornament!
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PAGE-A-DAY® GALLERY CALENDARS • $17.99 US

PAGE-A-WEEK® GALLERY WALL CALENDARS • $16.99 US

  SHOES GALLERY CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0690-3 • No. 100690
(see page 12)

  CAT GALLERY CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0642-2 • No. 100642
(see page 10)

  DOG GALLERY CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0704-7 • No. 100704
(see page 10)

  ISLANDS GALLERY CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0674-3 • No. 100674
(see page 8)

  ART GALLERY CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0604-0 • No. 100604
(see page 11)

  PARIS GALLERY CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0782-5 • No. 100782
(see page 12)

  AUDUBON NATURE  
GALLERY CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0684-2 • No. 100684
(see page 9)

  OCEAN PAGE-A-WEEK  
GALLERY WALL CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0797-9 • No. 100797
(see page 4)

  DOG PAGE-A-WEEK GALLERY  
WALL CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0694-1 • No. 100694
(see page 7)

  ESCAPE PAGE-A-WEEK  
GALLERY WALL CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0801-3 • No. 100801
(see page 5)

  FLOWERS PAGE-A-WEEK GALLERY 
WALL CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0695-8 • No. 100695
(see page 7)

  CAR PAGE-A-WEEK  
GALLERY WALL CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0798-6 • No. 100798
(see page 5)

  ART PAGE-A-WEEK GALLERY  
WALL CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0598-2 • No. 100598
(see page 6)

  CAT PAGE-A-WEEK GALLERY  
WALL CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0691-0 • No. 100691
(see page 6)
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MINI WALL CALENDARS • $7.99 US

  CRAZY PLANT LADY  
MINI CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0802-0 • No. 100802
(see page 51)

  CRAZY CAT LADY MINI CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0803-7 • No. 100803
(see page 51)

  POCKET PIGS MINI CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0595-1 • No. 100595
(see page 67)

  AUDUBON SWEET SONGBIRDS 
MINI CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0686-6 • No. 100686
(see page 71)

  AUDUBON LITTLE OWLS  
MINI CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0649-1 • No. 100649
(see page 71)

  SLOTHS MINI CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0578-4 • No. 100578
(see page 49)

  WE ARE SO BLESSED  
MINI CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0685-9 • No. 100685
(see page 59)

  EVERYTHING GROWS WITH LOVE 
MINI CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0667-5 • No. 100667
(see page 43)

PICTURE-A-DAY® CALENDARS • $15.99 US

  365 KITTENS-A-YEAR  
PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0676-7 • No. 100676
(see page 76)

  AUDUBON SONGBIRDS  
PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0618-7 • No. 100618
(see page 72)

  365 PUPPIES-A-YEAR  
PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0641-5 • No. 100641
(see page 77)

  RICK STEVES’ EUROPE  
PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0600-2 • No. 100600
(see page 73)

  365 DAYS IN ITALY  
PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0670-5 • No. 100670
(see page 74)

  365 DAYS IN FRANCE  
PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0672-9 • No. 100672
(see page 75)

  365 DAYS IN IRELAND  
PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0673-6 • No. 100673
(see page 75)

  1,000 PLACES TO SEE®  
PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0662-0 • No. 100662
(see page 74)



  

HERE COMES THE SUN 
PERSONAL PLANNER 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0725-2
No. 100725 
(see page 36)

  

STAY GOLDEN  
PERSONAL PLANNER
ISBN 978-1-5235-0724-5
No. 100724 
(see page 36)

  

THESE ARE THE DAYS 
PERSONAL PLANNER
ISBN 978-1-5235-0723-8
No. 100723
(see page 36)
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WORKMAN is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc. 
PIPSTICKS is a registered trademark of Pipsticks, Inc. 

PIPSTICKS+WORKMAN GIFT LINE

  

THESE ARE THE DAYS 
LARGE PLANNER
ISBN 978-1-5235-0593-7
No. 100593
(see page 34)

  

STAY GOLDEN  
LARGE PLANNER
ISBN 978-1-5235-0592-0
No. 100592
(see page 34)

  

HERE COMES THE SUN 
LARGE PLANNER
ISBN 978-1-5235-0591-3
No. 100591
(see page 34)

  HANDS OFF MY STICKERS!
ISBN 978-1-5235-0480-0
No. 100480
(see page 39)

N O N - D A T E D  P R O D U C T

1 7 - M O N T H  P L A N N E R S

  SO. MANY. STICKERS.
ISBN 978-1-5235-0715-3
No. 100715
(see page 38)

  THE FUN HAS JUST 
BEGUN STICKER 
BOOK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0478-7
No. 100478
(see page 39)

  DREAMING IN  
COLOR STICKER 
BOOK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0477-0
No. 100477
(see page 39)

  THE FUTURE IS 
BRIGHT STICKER 
BOOK
ISBN 978-1-5235-0479-4
No. 100479
(see page 39)

  A LITTLE BOOK  
OF BIG STICKERS:  
20 HUGE LOVE 
STICKERS!
ISBN 978-1-5235-0712-2
No. 100712
(see page 38)

  FUN STUFF INSIDE 
NOTEKEEPER
ISBN 978-1-5235-0463-3
No. 100463
(see page 39)

  A LITTLE BOOK  
OF BIG STICKERS:  
20 HUGE MAGICAL 
STICKERS!
ISBN 978-1-5235-0713-9
No. 100713
(see page 38)

  BIG IDEAS INSIDE 
NOTEKEEPER
ISBN 978-1-5235-0465-7
No. 100465
(see page 39)

  A LITTLE BOOK  
OF BIG STICKERS:  
20 HUGE WORD 
STICKERS!
ISBN 978-1-5235-0714-6
No. 100714
(see page 38)

  GREAT THINGS INSIDE 
NOTEKEEPER
ISBN 978-1-5235-0464-0
No. 100464
(see page 39)

STATIONERY  
TERMS  
APPLY
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  GO WITH THE FLOW:  
A MAGNETIC MONTHLY CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0731-3 • No. 100731
(see page 40)

2 0 2 0  c a l e n d a r  c h e c k l i s t s

FLOW is a registered trademark of Sanoma Media Netherlands B.V.

FLOW® GIFT LINE • $9.95–$22.99 US

F L O W  S T A T I O N E R Y  ( N O N - D A T E D  P R O D U C T )

F L O W  C A L E N D A R S

  FLOW ENGAGEMENT 
CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0733-7
No. 100733
(see page 42)

  MY PERFECTLY IMPERFECT LIFE 
WALL CALENDAR
ISBN 978-1-5235-0651-4 • No. 100651
(see page 43)

  ONE DAY AT A TIME 
DAILY LIST PAD
ISBN 978-1-5235-0729-0
No. 100729
(see page 45)

  EVERYTHING GROWS  
WITH LOVE MINI WALL 
CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0667-5
No. 100667
(see page 43)

  TINY PLEASURES 
STICKY NOTES
ISBN 978-1-5235-0730-6
No. 100730
(see page 45)

  LIST MORE, FORGET 
LESS MAGNETIC 
NOTEPAD
ISBN 978-1-5235-0728-3
No. 100728
(see page 44)

  DARE TO DAYDREAM  
WALL CALENDAR 
ISBN 978-1-5235-0732-0 • No. 100732
(see page 41)

  BREATHE, CREATE, 
CELEBRATE: A SET  
OF 3 NOTEBOOKS
ISBN 978-1-5235-0727-6
No. 100727
(see page 44)

STATIONERY  
TERMS  
APPLY
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PAGE-A-DAY 48-COPY  
FLOOR DISPLAY
Display Dimensions: 13 ½" × 19 7⁄8" × 74"
Ships in one carton: 35 ¼" × 14 1⁄8" × 17 1⁄8"
$719.52 US/$1,007.52 Can.
ISBN: 978-0-7611-9623-5 • No. 29623
Ships: July
Available in a standard 48-copy assortment:  
3 each of 365 Cats, 365 Dogs, Rick Steves’ 
Europe, You Are Doing A Freaking Great Job, 
Today Is Going to be a Great Day!, A Year of 
Gratitude, The Original Sudoku, A Year of Cat 
Trivia, A Year of Dog Trivia, It’s Different Every 
Day, 365 Stupidest Things Ever Said, 365 Smartest 
Things Ever Said, The Stupidest Sports, 290 Bad 
Jokes, 365 Days of Amazing Trivia, Bad Cat

WALL CALENDAR/PAGE-A-DAY  
42-COPY FLOOR DISPLAY
Display Dimensions: 13 ½" × 19 7⁄8" × 74"
Ships in one carton: 35 ¼" × 14 1⁄8" × 17 1⁄8"
$653.58 US/$911.58 Can.
ISBN: 978-0-7611-9622-8 • No. 29622
Ships: July
Available in a standard 42-copy assortment:  
6 each of The Original Sloths, Dare to 
Daydream, Paint By Sticker Cats; 3 each of 
365 Cats, 365 Dogs, Rick Steves’ Europe, 
You Are Doing A Freaking Great Job, Today 
is Going to be a Great Day!, A Year of 
Gratitude, The Original Sudoku, Bad Cat
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290 Bad Jokes & 75 Punderful Puns ...................... 32
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365 Sports Facts-A-Year, Official ........................... 30

365 Stupidest Things Ever Said Page-A-Day ......... 26

389* Unforgettable Senior Moments  
Page-A-Day ........................................................... 23

1,000 Books to Read Before You Die ..................... 22

1,000 Places to See Before You Die  
Page-A-Day ........................................................... 13

1,000 Places to See Before You Die  
Picture-A-Day ....................................................... 74

•A•
Advent Calendar ..................................................... 77

Amazing Trivia Page-A-Day, 365 Days of ............. 32

Art Gallery .............................................................. 11

Art Page-A-Week Gallery Wall ................................ 6
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Page-A-Day ...................................................... 16

Wall ................................................................... 53
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Birds in the Garden ........................................... 70

Birds Page-A-Day ............................................. 20

Engagement ...................................................... 69
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Nature Gallery .................................................... 9
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Page-A-Day ...................................................... 20
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Bible Verses Wall, Illustrated .................................. 66
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Birds of the World ................................................... 53
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Birds in the Garden ................................................. 70

Boris Vallejo & Julie Bell’s Fantasy ....................... 63

Boynton, Sandra

Mom’s Birthday ................................................ 46

Mom’s Family Wall .......................................... 46

Brain Puzzlers, Mensa 365 ..................................... 25

Breathe, Create, Celebrate Notebook Set ............... 44

•C•
Calendar Displays ................................................... 82

Car Page-A-Week Gallery Wall ................................ 5

Cat Gallery .............................................................. 10

Cat Page-A-Week Gallery Wall ................................ 6

Cats on Catnip ......................................................... 48

Cats Page-A-Day, 365............................................. 14

Cat Trivia, A Year of ............................................... 17

Checklists .......................................................... 78–81

Collectible Teapot & Tea ........................................ 64
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•D•
Dare to Daydream ................................................... 41
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Dog Gallery............................................................. 10

Dog Page-A-Week Gallery Wall ............................... 7

Dogs Page-A-Day, 365 ........................................... 14

Dog Trivia, A Year of .............................................. 17

Dreaming in Color Sticker Book ............................ 39

•E•
Engagement Calendars 

Audubon ........................................................... 69

Flow .................................................................. 42

Garden of Dreams Weekly Diary ..................... 59

Escape Page-A-Week Gallery Wall .......................... 5

Everything Grows with Love Mini Wall ................. 43

•F•
Flow

Breathe, Create, Celebrate ................................ 44

Dare to Daydream ............................................. 41

Everything Grows with Love Mini Wall........... 43

Go with the Flow .............................................. 40

List More, Forget Less ...................................... 44

My Perfectly Imperfect Life Wall ..................... 43
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Weekly Planner ................................................. 42
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France Picture-A-Day, 365 Days in ........................ 75
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Fun Stuff Inside Notekeeper ................................... 39

Future Is Bright Sticker Book ................................. 39

Future Is Female, The ............................................. 52

•G, H•
Gallery, Page-A-Day ........................................... 8–12

Gallery checklist ..................................................... 78

Gallery Wall, Page-A-Week .................................. 2–7

Garden of Dreams

Wall ................................................................... 58

Weekly Diary .................................................... 59

Go with the Flow .................................................... 40

Gratitude, A Year of ................................................ 28

Great Things Inside Notekeeper ............................. 39

Guitars ..................................................................... 63

Hands Off My Stickers! .......................................... 39

Herbs, Rosemary Gladstar’s ................................... 56

Here Comes the Sun

Large Planner .................................................... 34

Personal Planner ............................................... 36

Historic Warbirds .................................................... 62

Hoops! 365 Days of Basketball Trivia .................... 30

•I•
Illustrated Bible Verses Wall ................................... 66

Ireland Picture-A-Day, 365 Days in ....................... 75

Islands Gallery .......................................................... 8

Italy Picture-A-Day, 365 Days in ........................... 74

It’s Different Every Day Page-A-Day .................... 21

•K, L•
Keep Calm and Carry On Page-A-Day................... 33

Kid’s Awesome Activity ......................................... 55

Kitchen Companion Page-A-Week......................... 47

Kittens-A-Year, 365 ................................................ 76

Little Book of Big Love Stickers ............................ 38

Little Book of Big Magical Stickers ....................... 38

Little Book of Big Word Stickers ........................... 38

Little Owls Mini, Audubon ..................................... 71

List More, Forget Less ............................................ 44
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Women Who Do Too Much .................................. 29
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Mini Wall Calendar checklist.................................. 79
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Page-A-Day Gallery checklist ................................ 78
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Picture-A-Day Walls ......................................... 72–77
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